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SUMAARY 
A l-kW (1.33 hp) single-cylinder free piston Stirling engine was in-
stalled and tested in the Lewis laboratory. The engine was designed and 
built as a research engine with a built-in dashpot loading device. Tests 
were conducted with two different displacers; one designed for optimum effi-
ciency, the other for optimum power. Engine performance was also tested 
with two regenerators with two different porosities. 
A detailed description of the engine, the instrumentation, the test 
facilities, and the data system is provided. 
This report presents test results plotted as curves of indicated and 
brake power as a function of power piston stroke, with helium as the working 
fluid. In addition, engine efficiency is tabulated. The engine was easy to 
start, operated very reliably, and almost noiselessly. 
When the engine was operated for its acceptance test by the manufac-
turer, it achieved a power output of 1.1 kW (1.96 hp). During the Lewis 
test operation, no more than 1 kW (1.33 hp) could be achieved, even with a 
redesigned displacer which, in accordance with the manufacturer's engine 
simulator model, should have produced 1.4 kW (1.86 hp). Despite diligent 
investigations of numerous possible causes, without any known changes on the 
engine or its instrumentation system, the difference in peak output capabil-
ity could not be explained. 
In conclusion, the engine performance measurements were found by cross 
checks to be consistent and valid, although no reason for the low engine 
performance was found. The data are, however, being published in an effort 
to fill the void of free piston Stirling engine data available to Stirling 
engine investigators. The report also describes the tests performed for 
these investigations. 
INTRODUCT ION 
A free piston Stirling engine designed for research purposes was ob-
tained in 1979 for testing as part of the NASA Stirling engine technology 
program at Lewis. The engine, model RE-1000, was designed to optimize en-
gine efficiency at a power output level of 1 kW within the constraints of an 
existing heater head design. Being a research engine, no usable form of 
power output was required; thus, a dashpot to absorb the power generated was 
built into the pressure vessel of the engine. Instrumentation ports at key 
locations were built into the engine for pressure and temperature measure-
ments of the working fluid. 
Some features that made the RE-I000 suitable to be a research engine 
were the electric resistance heater head, the easy accessibility of areas 
for key instrumentation, the quick teardown times possible due to the sim-
plicity of design, and the built-in dashpot load device. 
A test matrix was devised to map the engine over a range of heater tube 
metal temperatures, mean operating pressures, cooling water inlet temper-
atures, and piston strokes with both helium and hydrogen as the working 
fluid. 
The objective of the test program was to characterize the performance 
of a free piston Stirling engine, to compare test results with the manu-
facturer's predictions, and to investigate the influence of various design 
parameters on engine performance. The engine was operated with helium as 
the working fluid. 
This report covers the engine design, including dimensions and critical 
clearances and materials; it describes the instrumentation employed, the 
test facility, and the data system used to record and reduce the test 
results. 
The test data are presented as plots of indicated and brake power as a 
function of power piston stroke. 
APPARATUS AND TEST PROCEDURE 
RE-1000 Engine 
Background and description. - The RE-1000 engine, as recently tested at 
Lewis, is shown in figure 1; a cutaway drawing is shown in figure 2. (The 
engine was designed and fabricated at Sunpower Inc., Athens, Ohio.) The 
engine was built to be dynamically similar to one built for the solar energy 
progrdm at the jet propulsion laboratory (JPL) (refs. 1 and 2). The engine 
was optimized for maximum efficiency with a helium working fluid at 7 MPa 
(1015 psi) mean operating pressure, a heater tube metal temperature of 
600· C (1112· F), an engine frequency of 30 Hz, and a power piston stroke of 
2.S4 cm (1.00 in.). The design optimization was, however, constrained by 
the use of a previously designed heater and regenerator assembly. 
Consequently, the performance of the engine does not represent the best 
possible overall efficiency for a free piston Stirling engine at the design 
temperature, pressure, and stroke. 
The RE-I000 is a single-cylinder free piston Stirling engine with a 
posted displacer, annular regenerator and cooler, electric resistance heater 
head, and a dashpot load device built in the bounce space. The sliding sur-
faces of the power piston, power piston cylinder, and displacer rod use 
chrome oxide for wear resistance. The working space is sealed from the 
bounce space by a nominal O.033-mm (0.0013-in.) clearance gap between the 
chrome oxide outer surface of the power piston and the chrome oxide inner 
surface of the cylinder. Chrome oxide is also used on the outer surface of 
the displac,~r rod for wear resistance and for a minimum clearance seal be-
tween the working space and the displacer gas spring. 
A second displacer and displacer rod were obtained from the manufac-
turer for the RE-1000. After the engine was delivered and installed in the 
test cell. the second displacer and displacer rod were optimized for maximum 
power output within the constraints of the existing engine. The displacer 
and displacer rod optimized for high efficiency will be referred to as dis-
placer and displacer rod 1, while the displacer and displacer rod optimized 
for maximum power output will be referred to as displacer and displacer rod 
2. The two displacers and rods are shown in figures 3 and 4, with cross 
sections of the two displacers shown in figures 5 and 6. 
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Engine parameters and dimensions are given in table I. Instrumentation 
used on the engine and the supporting systems is listed in table II. In-
strumentation locations are shown in figures 7 to 9, with the numbers near 
the instrumentation locations referring to the items in table II. 
Heater and regenerator. - The RE-1000 heater head is shown in fig-
ure 10. The heater unit has 34 tubes of Inconel 718 with an outside diameter 
of 3.175 mm (0.125 in.) and an inside diameter of 2.362 mm (0.093 in.). 
Each tube ;s 18.34 cm (7.220 in.) long. 
The 34 tubes are used to form an electric resistance heater. The cur-
rent travels along two power tabs to a bus bar on the heater which connects 
the midpoints of 17 of the 34 tubes. The flow of current from the bus bar, 
through the tubes to the cylinder head area, generates heat. Heat is like-
wise generated in the other 17 heater tubes as the current flows away from 
the head, through the tubes, to another bus bar and its power tabs, back to 
the electric power supply. The power supply units will be discussed later 
in the report. 
Each heater tube connects to the expansion space with the hot end of 
the regenerator. The regenerator volume is an annular gap between the out-
side surface of the displacer cylinder wall and the inside surface of the 
gas-pressure containing wall which is filled with a knitted 304 stainless 
steel maxtrix produced by Metex Corp. of Edison, New Jersey. The matrix 
structure is much like a metallic rope with a square cross section. The 
design porosity of the regenerator was 76 percent. The regenerator matrix 
is shown in figure 11. 
Cooler. - The cooler unit (figs. 12 and 13) has an annular design. The 
gas flow path consists of 135 rectangular passages equally spaced around the 
displacer cylinder. Each channel is 0.508 mm (0.020 in.) wide, 3.76 mm 
(0.148 in.) deep, and 79.2 mm (3.118 in.) long. The cooling water flows 
through passages in the cooler housing parallel to the gas flow path. All 
components in the cooler assembly are aluminum, which enhances the heat 
transfer. The cylindrical gas-passage fin module is press fit into the 
cooler housing to insure high heat conduction. The stainless steel dis-
placer cylinder requires a light press fit into the aluminum-finned unit. 
Displacer. - Figures 3 and 4 show both pairs of displacers and dis-
placer rods. Each displacer contains its own gas spring. The cold end pro-
vides rnounts for the antirotation rod and displacer position measurement 
rod. The displacer position measurement rod extends into a linear voltage 
differential transformer (LVOT) built inside the power piston to measure the 
displacer position relative to the power piston position; this will be des-
cribed in the section on instrumentation. The antirotation rod prevents the 
displacer from becoming rotationally misalined with respect to the power 
piston. 
The stainless steel displacer rods are also coated with chrome oxide 
for wear resistance. The rod is supported by the mounting spider located on 
one end of the rod. A small Rulon bushing is fit into one of the three legs 
of the spider to guide the displacer antirotation rod. A hardened stainless 
steel sleeve, into which the displacer rod fits, is located inside of the 
displacer (figs. 5 and 6). On the end of the sleeve an enclosed volume is 
attached to form a gas spring against which the displacer rebounds. Commun-
ication of the working space with the displacer bounce space is prevented by 
the close fit of the sleeve in the displacer and the displacer rod. 
The displacer must also seal the expansion space from the compression 
space during engine operation. This is accomplished with a single molybde-
num disulfide impregnated Teflon ring with no backup ring to provide a pre-
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load. The Teflon ring, shown in figures 3 and 4, has a cross section of 
3.00 mm (O.llB in.) by 2.B2 mm (0.111 in.). 
The two displacers and rods differ slightly in design. Oisplacer and 
displacer rod 1 were designed to operate with a phase angle of 45· between 
the displacer and piston positions and to produce a displacer stroke equal 
to the piston stroke. The second displacer and displacer rod combination 
was designed to operate with a phase angle near 80·, but the displacer was 
to have a slightly greater stroke than the power piston. 
Displacer rod 1 was 1.663 cm (0.6548 in.) in diameter, while the bore 
of the displacer rod cylinder inside of the displacer was 1.666 cm (0.6558 
in.). The length of the seal gap along the displacer rod is 9.366 cm (3.688 
in.) at midstroke. Displacer rod 2 was 1.808 cm (0.7120 in.) in diameter, 
while the bore of the displacer rod cylinder inside of the displacer was 
1.811 cm (0.7130 in.). 
Displacer rod 2 was designed to permit the dynamic gas-pressure meas-
urement in the small gas spring built inside of the displacer; figure 14 
shows how the displacer rod was fabricated to permit this measurement. The 
attenuation of the pressure signal caused by the passageways in the dis-
placer rod is negligible, but a slight phase shift is produced. At the de-
sign conditions of the engine, the phase shift produced is approximately 
0.5-. The analog data system has the capability to correct the phase shift 
before data reduction calculations are performed. 
Power piston. - The power piston is shown in figure 15 and can be seen 
inside of the engine in figure 16. The main body of the piston is made of 
aluminum with a chrome oxide coating for wear resistance, while the mass 
attached to the end is fabricated from carbon steel. During operation the 
power piston is kept from rotational movement by a stationary antirotation 
rod, which prevents misalinement of the piston pOSition LVOT and piston 
velocity linear velocity transducer (LVT). A Rulon bushing in the carbon 
steel piston mass serves to minimize rod friction. 
Three protrusions are on the end of the power piston toward the com-
pression space. These three sections extend through the spider to reduce 
dead volume when the power piston is at the inward end of its stroke. 
The power piston seals the bounce space from the working space with a 
clearance seal. Its cylinder is coated with chrome oxide, as is the surface 
of the power piston. The inside of the cylinder measures 57.21 mm 
(2.2524 in.), and the outside of the power piston measures 57.19 mm 
(2.2514 in.). The length of the surface which provides the seal is 152.5 mm 
(6.00 in.) at midstroke. 
The power piston in the RE-IOOO weighs 6.2 kg (13.7 lb), which gives a 
mass ratio of 14.6:1 between the power piston and displacer 1. Since the 
power piston has a substantially greater mass than the displacer, the oper-
ating frequency of the engine will be dictated by the power piston mass and 
the gas spring formed by helium working fluid in the working space; a forc-
ing function is caused by the pressure fluctuation of the working fluid. 
The spring effect of the engine's bounce space on the power piston is negli-
gible when compared with the spring effect of the working space on the power 
piston, since the volume of the bounce space is roughly 100 times greater 
than the volume of the working space. 
Centerin~ port systems. - Since the free piston Stirling engine has no 
kinematic lin age to constrain the motions of the power piston or displacer, 
a system is required to insure that the midpoints of the strokes of the 
power piston and displacer remain at some fixed distance relative to each 
other, and that the piston and/or displacer does not drift, as the engine 
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runs, due to preferential leakage directions. In the RE-1000 a system of 
ports is used to locate the center of the power piston and displacer strokes. 
When the piston is at midstroke, a small port in the power piston is 
alined with a small port in the cylinder wall. These ports are connected to 
passages which allow the working space to communicate with the bounce space 
when the piston is at midstroke, so no pressure differential may exist. The 
centering port system for the power piston has been very effective and 
trouble free. 
The system for centering the displacer motion works in a similar man-
ner, except the passage for the gas communication is slightly more complex. 
When the displacer is at the midpoint of its stroke, a port on the side of 
the displacer rod becomes alined with a port on the wall of the sleeve in-
side of the displacer. When these two ports are alined, the small bounce 
space in the displacer can communicate with the large bounce space in the 
pressure vessel, which remains near the mean operating pressure of the en-
gine throughout each cycle. The passage in the displacer rod extends 
through the center of the rod to the spider and continues out one leg of the 
spider through a stainless steel tube to the large bounce space. The ports, 
the passageway inside of the displacer, and the stainless steel tube which 
indexes into the spider can be seen in figure 2. 
The main bounce-space pressure swing is small, since it contains a 
large volume of gas. The change in volume of the ~ounce space is the power 
piston area times the power piston stroke (65.2 cm at design conditions). 
This is only O.~ percent ~f the volume of the large bounce space, which is 
about 20 500 cm (1250 in ). 
Loadin~ device. - One of the key features of the RE-IOOO as a research 
engine is t e built-in power-absorbing device. The power is absorbed by a 
dashpot contained in the uppermost section of the bounce-space pressure ves-
sel. The dashpot is shown in figures 2 and 16. The dashpot consists of a 
carbon piston in a stainless steel cylinder with the top end of the cylinder 
sealed by a plate with a tapered hole in the center. A tapered valve stem 
is operated by an electric motor to change the effective size of the hole. 
As the carbon piston moves into or out of the cylinder, it must pump gas in 
the engine's bounce space back and forth through the orifice in the plate. 
By adjusting the effective size of the orifice, the load on the engine is 
altered. The work expended in pumping the gas through the orifice is con-
verted into heat, which is removed from the dashpot by cooling water cir-
culated around the dashpot. 
A connecting rod transmits the force from the power piston of the en-
gine to the carbon piston of the load device. A force transducer is built 
into the connecting rod. The force measurement is used to calculate the 
brake power output of the engine, as will be covered in the section on in-
strumentation. 
Facility and System Description 
Figure 7 contains a schematic of the test cell support systems for the 
RE-IOOO. Systems shown include the gas pressurization system, dashpot and 
engine cooling water systems, and the electric power supply system for the 
heater head. 
The gas pressurization system has the capability to charge the engine 
with helium or hydrogen. The supply system charges and discharges the work-
ing and bounce spaces through check valves (fig. 7). The flow of gas into 
and out of the engine is controlled by motorized needle valves on the supply 
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line and vent line. To start the engine, a pair of solenoid valves alter-
nately connects the high-pressure supply line of the low-pressure vent line 
directly to the working space. A short-circuit valve connects the working 
space to the bounce space to stop the oscillation of the power piston in the 
event of an emergency. 
The dashpot cooling water system is used to remove the heat generated 
in the dashpot as it absorbs the power output of the engine. The water in-
let temperature, outlet temperature, temperature difference, and flow rate 
are measured. The amount of heat gained by the cooling water is an approxi-
mation of the engine power output, although it is generally higher than the 
actual power output of the engine. This discrepancy is caused by the low 
water inlet temperature, which permits heat absorption from other sources. 
The engine cooling water system is designed to control water inlet tem-
perature. As in the dashpot cooling system, the inlet temperature, outlet 
temperature, temperature difference, and water flow rate are measured. The 
heat rejected by the cooler can therefore be calculated. 
The engine heater power supply system consists of two Sorensen electric 
power supplies connected in parallel. Each power supply unit has the capa-
bility of delivering 1000 A at 20 V of direct current power. Due to the low 
electrical resistance in the heater head, the power supplies were connected 
in parallel to take advantage of the 2000-A capability. The two power sup-
plies are regulated by an automatic controller which uses a thermocouple on 
one of the heater tubes for feedback. 
Instrumentation 
Figures 7 to 9 show the instrumentation on the RE-1000 and measurements 
made on the related support systems. All of the temperatures were read with 
type K (Chromel-Alumel) thermocouples. Twelve heater tube temperatures 
were recorded for data use; their average was used to set the desired test 
conditions. Six of the heater-tube temperatures were measured at the 
Quarter-length point toward the expansion space, while the other six temper-
atures were measured at the Quarter-length point toward the regenerator 
(fig. 9). Thermocouples were also installed on the outside surface of the 
regenerator wall to aid in the calculation of conduction losses. Locations 
of the regenerator wall thermocouples are also shown in figure 9. 
Dynamic pressure measurements are made both in the compression space 
and the bounce space. The measurement of dynamic compression space pressure 
is used to calculate indicated power, as will be described in another sec-
tion. Dynamic pressure differentials across the cooler, regenerator, dis-
placer, and power piston are also measured to aid in the analysis of 
flow-loss calculations. A complete list of measured parameters, along with 
a description dnd range, is given in table II. 
Oisplacer position, power piston position, and power piston velocity 
arp also measured for data reduction purposes. The power piston position 
dnd velocity are measured directly by a LVDT and a LVT, respectively. The 
displacer position cannot be measured directly, since the displacer is com-
pletely enclosed in the working space with no kinematic linkage to the 
bounce space. The displacer position is actually measured relative to the 
piston position with the core of the LVDT attached to the disp1acer and the 
windings installed inside of the power piston. The excitation input Signal 
to the LVDT and the relative displacer pOSition output signal from the LVDT 
are carried along four small braided wires with Teflon insulation and sup-
ported by a piece of music wire 0.254 mm (0.010 in.) in diameter. The four 
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instrumentation wires and the supporting music wire were encased by a braid-
ed sheath with shrink tubing applied at each end to secure the assembly. 
The wire assembly installed in the engine, with the wire ends connected to 
terminal strips, can be seen in figure 16. This method was reliable for 
transmitting the relative displacer position signal from the moving power 
piston to a stationary support. Care was required, however, in clamping the 
ends of the music wire to minimize the stress put on the signal wires during 
operation. 
To obtain the absolute displacer position signal, the power piston po-
sition signal and the displacer position relative to the power piston signal 
are used as inputs to an electronic circuit which subtracts the power piston 
position signal from the relative displacer position signal. The resulting 
output is the absolute displacer position signal, which is then used in the 
data recording and data reduction program. Electronic circuits located in 
the control room use the power piston and absolute displacer position sig-
nals to calculate the piston and displacer strokes. These stroke values are 
displayed in the test cell's control room and are recorded by the data 
system. 
A crystal-type force transducer is mounted in the linkage connecting 
the power piston to the dashpot load device. Since the force transducer 
moves with the power piston, a system of flexing wires must be used to send 
the force transducer's output signal to the data system, as was done with 
the displacer position signal. This dynamic measurement of the resistance 
force applied to the power piston from the dashpot is used in electronic 
analog circuitry, along with the piston velocity signal, to calculate the 
brake power output using the equation 
brake power • FV 20S e 
where 
F amplitude of the force signal 
V amplitude of the piston velocity signal 
e phase angle between F and V signals 
The indicated power output of the engine 
to that used for the brake power output; 
sure, along with the piston velocity, is 
circuits. The dynamic compression space 
type fast-response pressure transducer. 
is calculated in a similar manner 
the dynamic compression space pres-
used as an input to the electronic 
pressure is measured with a crystal 
The equation used is 
PA V cos a 
indicated power - p 2 
wherp 
P amplitude of the compression space signal 
Ap area of the power piston 
V amplitude of the piston velocity signal 
o phase angle between the P and V signals 
Both the brake power output and indicated power output calculations are dis-
played in the control room and recorded by the data system. 
Two phase-angle meters were used to determine the phase relationships 
of key parameters. The phase angles were not recorded by the Escort system 
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for each data point; however, some phase relationships are reported in the 
results. 
Data System 
Digital steady-state system {Escort}. - The data system used in the 
RE-I000 free piston Stirling engine test program is known as the Escort sys-
tem. The escort system is a minicomputer-based digital data recording and 
display system intended for steady-state use. The sampling rate of approx-
imately 5000 samples/sec permits the use of multiple scans, which are aver-
aged for each data point recorded. The free piston Stirling engine data 
system uses five scans of data recorded over a IS-sec period. Calculations 
are performed to indicate the statistical variation of each channel recorded 
over the total number of scans. 
The Escort system has the capability to perform conversions from milli-
volt signals to engineering units and to display the values on selected 
light-emitting diodes (LED) and preprogrammed cathode ray tube (CRT) dis-
plays. The LED's can be seen on the control panel in figure 17 along with 
the CRT displays overhead. The Escort system can perform online calcula-
tions of the steady-state parameters and display the calculations on the 
continually updated LED's or CRT's. A listing of the calculated parameters 
is given in table III. Printouts of any of the CRT displays can be obtained 
from a printer located in the control room. The Escort system terminal and 
the printer can be seen in figure 17. The Escort system can also perform 
limit checking. When predetermined limits are exceeded, the system can give 
a warning or initiate a preprogrammed sequence of events. Further infor-
mation on the Escort system can be obtained from reference 3. 
Fr
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uency-modulated (FM~ system. - An analog data recording system is 
utilize to record data ;nvo v;ng the thermodynamics of the engine cycle. 
The data are recorded on a 14-track, high-speed FM tape recorder which has 
the capability to multiplex up to 150 channels of data. Several processing 
techniques are employed with the free piston Stirling engine data. 
For the free piston engine, 100 cycles of engine operation are used for 
the data reduction program. The FM tape-recorded data is digitized at a 
rate of 254 points per cycle. The 100 cycles are then averaged to produce 
one typical engine cycle at the set operating conditions. From the digi-
tized data, calculations may be performed on a digital computer and plots of 
a data channel versus time or one data channel versus another may be 
generated. 
Test Procedure 
Startu£. - The RE-I000 engine installed in the test cell is shown in 
figurelr. Before engine startup, a calibration of the pressure transducers 
was performed automatically by the Escort data system. The engine was then 
purged of air by alternate pressure-vent cycles of the working and bounce 
spaces. Next the engine was pressurized with helium to 5.5 MPa (800 psig). 
Cooling water flow rates were set for the engine and dashpot coolers. The 
electric power supplies were then turned on and the heater head was brought 
up to an average heater-tube temperature of 600· C (1112· F). 
With the dashpot-load control valve fully open, the piston and dis-
placer were stroked with the starter system. As soon as the engine began to 
operate without the starter-system pressure pulses, an isolation valve was 
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closed, eliminating the starter from contributing to the dead volume of the 
working space. 
As the engine stabilized, the mean cycle pressure was brought up to 7 
MPa (1015 psig). After typically only 1 or 2 min of operation, all measured 
temperatures had reached steady state. (The short transient period is the 
result of low thermal insertion, including the absence of an oil lubrication 
system.) Data were taken with constant heater temperature, cooler temper-
ature. and pressure and with the stroke of the power piston varied from 1.2 
ern (0.47 in.) to 3.0 cm (1.18 in.). The stroke of the power piston was 
varied by regulating the size of the remote-control needle valve orifice in 
the dashpot. which adjusted the resistance applied to the power piston 
motion. 
Data recording. - When the desired operating conditions of the engine 
were reached. the data recording process was initiated. FreQuency-modulated 
data were recorded for 10 to 15 sec on the high-speed magnetic tape. These 
data are later processed by digital computer for the data reduction program. 
Five scans of the steady-state Escort system data were also recorded 
simultaneously with the FM data. If all measured parameters appeared rea-
sonable, the engine was then set to attain the next data point. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The testing of the RE-1000 free piston Stirling engine at Lewis veri-
fied the engine to be very reliable. Most problems encountered during oper-
ation were caused by the force transducer, the displacer LVDT, and their 
associated flexing wires. A failure would not prevent or degrade engine 
operation, but merely cause the loss of the signals to the data system. 
During the engine tests at Lewis, the RE-1000 produced only 70 to 80 
percent of the design power output. Figure 18 shows the computer predicted 
design brake-power output levels plotted as a function of power-piston 
stroke for four heater-head temperatures. Before delivery to Lewis, the 
engine operated at or better than the design points. Many areas of the en-
gine were examined as potential causes of the poor engine performance; how-
ever, the power output was not brought back to the design level achieved 
under the contract's acceptance test. 
At a given power-piston stroke, the displacer stroke would only be 80 
to 90 percent of its proper value and the phase angle between the dis~lacer 
and the power piston was about 60·, instead of the design value of 45. The 
pressure amplitude in the compression space was at a level also obtained 
during the acceptance test. Its phase angle, however, with respect to the 
power piston position, was only 10 to 12·, instead of the design phase angle 
of ?O to 25·. Data points for these tests are given in table IV. Escort 
points 177 to 187 give the data with the heater head at 550· C (1022· F) and 
Escort points 189 to 199 give the data with the heater head at 600· C 
(1112- F). Figures 19 and 20 show the brake power and indicated power for 
these data points. 
One possibility checked for the reduced power was leakage past the 
power piston. This leakage was checked by measuring the half life of the 
pressure in the working space, with the working space charged with helium to 
a pressure of approximately 5 MPa (725 psi). During the test the bounce-
space pressure vessel was removed and the power piston was locked near mid-
stroke. The helium supply line was shut off, and the time was measured for 
the working-space pressure to drop to 2.5 MPa (363 psi), one half of the 
initial pressure. 
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The time measured for the leakage was usually about 14 sec, which in-
dicates an acceptable seal based upon past experience. The power-piston 
outside diameter and power-piston-cylinder inside diameter were measured and 
found to have experienced almost no wear since initial measurements when new. 
Displacer gas spring leakage was also investigated. This leakage was 
checked by measuring the displacer-rod outside diameter and the inside di-
~meter of the bore in the displacer. Once again the wear was negligible, 
about 0.0003 em (0.0001 in.) on the diameter. A fixture was made to pressure 
check the welded joints in the gas-spring volume inside of the displacer to 
test for leakage in the gas spring. The gas spring was pressurized to 0.75 
MPa (109 psi) with helium, but no leakage was detected. 
Oamping of the displacer motion by the Teflon sealing ring around the 
rlisplacer was also thought to be a possible source of the poor performance. 
Two new Teflon rings were made, one with the original design gap at the end 
of the ring and the other with about twice the deSign end gap. Both were 
tested in the engine, with no noticeable difference in overall performance 
between any of the three rings. As a further check, the engine was run 
without any ring on the displacer to seal the expansion space from the com-
pression space. Although it was slightly difficult to start the engine and 
the efficiency was somewhat lower than usual, the engine power output was 
generally unchanged; therefore, excessive friction from the Teflon ring on 
the displacer was apparently not the cause of the reduced engine performance. 
At this point in testing, displacer and displacer rod 2, designed for 
power (rather than efficiency) optimization, were received from the engine 
builder. Their validated computer code indicated that the new displacer and 
displacer rod, when put in the engine, should produce about 1400 W, with a 
phase angle of about 80· between the power piston and displacer. Sunpower 
computer code predicted that with this configuration, the stroke of the dis-
placer should exceed the stroke of the power piston instead of being equal, 
as in the first configuration. 
The new displacer was installed in the engine and tested. Under these 
conditions the engine was able to produce about 1000 W, not the 1400 W pre-
dicted. The measured phase angle between the displacer and power piston was 
about 90·, and the displacer stroke was still shorter than the power piston 
stroke. At small power-piston strokes, about 1.7 cm (0.67 in.), the dis-
placer stroke was almost 90 percent the length of the power-piston stroke; 
at longer power-piston strokes, about 2.7 cm (1.06 in.), the displacer 
stroke would only be about 76 percent the length of the power-piston stroke; 
the explanation for this is unknown. A plot of engine performance is given 
in figure 21. 
Viscous damping caused by high flow losses in the heat exchangers was 
investigated next. A test plan was devised to make pressure-drop measure-
ments through the heat exchangers. A flow-test fixture was designed and 
fabricated for use with nitrogen at elevated pressures. The test operation 
dnd instrumentation is described in the appendix. Results of the flow tests 
with the 139-g (0.31-lb) regenerator are given in figure 22. 
Althouqh the flow tests did not indicate an excessively high total 
pressure drop through the heat exchangers, the regenerator porosity was in-
creased by reducing the mass of knitted wire installed in the regenerator in 
order to lower the total pressure drop and thereby observe the engine's sen-
sitivity to pressure drop. The engine operates at a constant frequency of 
30 Hz, primarily dictated by the power-piston mass and working-space volume 
and pressure; the natural frequency of the displacer is in the range of 27 
to 29 Hz. Consequently, the displacer is being driven by the 30-Hz 
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working-space pressure wave slightly above its own natural frequency. When 
an object is being driven above its natural frequency and the damping of its 
motion is decreased, the amplitude of oscillation will increase and the 
phase angle between the driving force and the object in motion, represented 
by ~ in figures 23 to 25, will increase (ref. 4). As can be seen in 
figures 23 to 25, the driving force on the displacer is lao- out of phase 
from the working-space pressure wave and therefore, when the phase angle 
between the driving force and the displacer motion is increased, the phase 
angle between the power-piston motion and the displacer motion will de-
crease. In figures 24 and 25" is between 0 and 90~, which could indi-
cate that the natural frequency of displacer 2 is actually above the 30 Hz 
of the forcing function. Figure 23 shows the phase relationship of the en-
gine operating as designed. Data taken during operation at these conditions 
before delivery to Lewis is given in table V. Phasor diagrams are also pre-
sented for operation at Lewis with the 139-g regenerator (fig. 24), cor-
responding to Escort data points 383 to 391, and for operation with the 99-g 
regenerator (fig. 25). corresponding to Escort data points 407 to 412. 
With the 99-g regenerator the displacer stroke became 87 percent of the 
power-piston stroke when operating at a power-piston stroke of about 1.7 cm 
(0.67 in.). and 73 percent at a power-piston stroke of about 2.7 cm (1.06 
in.). The important parameters are summarized as follows: 
Power-piston Displacer stroke as percentage of piston stroke 
stroke 
99-g (0.22-lb) 139-g (0.31-lb) 
regenerator regenerator 
1.7 cm (0.67 in. ) 90 percent 87 percent 
2.7 cm ( 1.06 in. ) 76 percent 73 percent 
The phase angle of the displacer with respect to the power piston was 
approximately 83~. The change in damping on the displacer motion, there-
fore. tended to alter the displacer-position phase angle, but not the dis-
placer amplitude. Engine performance with the 99-g (0.22-lb) regenerator is 
given in figure 26. Pressure drop data are given in figure 27. 
Throughout the testing at Lewis, the pressure swing in the compression 
space was always very near the design pressure swing, but its phase re-
lationship with respect to the power piston position was not as designed. 
The indicated power equation used is linearly proportional to the sine of 
the compression-space pressure phase angle. (Note that the sine of the 
angle between the compression-space pressure and the power-piston position 
is equal to the cosine of the angle between the compression-space pressure 
and the power-piston velocity vector.) Since the compression-space pressure 
phase angle is generally low, any deviation from the design phase angle will 
have a substantial effect on the power produced. 
As a result of budgetary constraints, further diagnostic tests to fully 
determine why design power levels could not be attained during testing at 
Lewis were not run. Another area of interest that should be investigated 1n 
future free piston testing is the amount of work lost by hysteresis in the 
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gas springs. Displacer and displacer rod 2 were designed and instrumented 
to provide the necessary measurements. 
Under contract number NAS3-22230 a hydraulic output conversion for the 
RE-1000 engine has been designed by Foster-Miller Associates. A concept was 
selected using an annular metallic diaphragm to separate the engine 
working-space gas and the hydraulic fluid. As was the original design of 
the engine, this conversion is being designed with research capabilities in 
mind. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
During the test program at Lewis, the RE-IOOO was found to possess all 
of the desirable qualities generally attributed to free piston Stirling en-
gines. The engine operated at an extremely low noise level and with high 
reliability. The overall layout made the engine easy to work on and ideal 
for research. Complete tear down and reassembly took about half a day. 
One of the most valuable features of a free piston engine is the ab-
sence of dynamic seals between the high-pressure working fluid and atmo-
sphere. During operation very little loss of the working fluid was exper-
ienced. In production a hermetically sealed engine would be used, and thus 
no leakage problems would exist. 
The fact that the engine operated consistently below design power 
levels after delivery to Lewis is cause for concern, as the engine did oper-
ate at or better than design predictions while at the fabricator's shop. 
Many potential problem areas were investigated, but no cure for the low 
power output was found. 
The limited test program still provides some useful test data, along 
with engine parameters and characteristics, to help evaluate and understand 
a free piston Stirling engine operation. Data are given for the engine be-
fore delivery to Lewis, for tests at Lewis with the original displacer and 
139-g (O.31-1b) regenerator, for the high-power displacer 2 and 139-9 
(O.31-lb) regenerator, and for the high-power displacer and 99-g (O.22-lb) 
regenerator. Complete flow-test data are given for the heat exchangers with 
both the 139-g (O.31-lb) and the 99-g (O.22-lb) regenerators. 
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APPENDIX 
Heat-Exchanger Flow Tests 
Steady-state flow tests were performed on the RE-1000 heater, regener-
ator, and cooler for both the 139-g regenerator and the 99-g regenerator to 
determine the pressure-drop-versus-mass-flow-rate characteristics. The 
tests were run with nitrogen at mass flow rates that gave approximately the 
same Reynolds number as actually occur in the engine during operation. The 
inlet temperature of the nitrogen varied from 11.5- to 22.3- C (52.7- to 
72.1- F). 
The pressure drops were measured with the Validyne ~P transducers 
mounted on the engine for use on the FM high-speed magnetic tape system. 
Both the cooler and regenerator pressure drops were measured directly; how-
ever, the heater pressure drop was found by measuring the total heater-head 
pressure drop and subtracting the cooler and regenerator pressure drops. 
The tests were run by setting the inlet pressure to the expansion space 
at some constant pressure and regulating the outlet pressure from the com-
pression space to adjust to the desired mass flow rate. The cooler and re-
generator flow tests were done at an inlet pressure of 2070 kPa (300 psi); 
the heater test was done at 1380 kPa (200 psi). The mass flow rates were 
measured by venturi-type flow meters. Results of the flow tests are plotted 
in figures 22 and 27. 
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TABLE I. - DESCRIPTION OF GEOMETRY FOR 
RE-1000 FREE PISTON STIRLING ENGINE 
DIMENSIONS AND PARAMETERS 
Number of cyl inders ..•..••••.•••••••••.••••••.• 1 
Type. . . . . . . . . . . • . • • free piston with dashpot 
Working fluid .......•. • ••• helium 
Design frequency, Hz . . • . • • • • . • • • • • •. 30 
Design pressure, mPa . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 7.0 
Design power, W • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 1000 
Design phase angle, deg . . • • . • • • • • . 45 
Cylinder bore, cm (in.) ••••••.•••••••••.•• 5.723 (2.2527) 
Maximum displacer stroke, em (in.) ...••.•.••..••• 4.04 (1.591) 
Maximum power piston stroke, em (in.) ..••.••.•...•. 4.20 (1.654) 
Cooler 
description. . . . • • • • .. 135 rectangular passages 
passage width, em (in.) • . .••••• 0.0508 (0.020) 
passage depth, em (in.) . • • • . •• 0.376 (0.148) 
length, em (iJ;l.) 2 • • • • • • • • 7.92 (3.118) 
f I ow are a , e nf (i n) •..•...••.•••....•• 2 • 58 (0. 400 ) 
wetted per1mete3' em (in.) ••.•••.•••....• 115.2 (45.354) 
volume, em (in) . . • • • • ••.•••••• 20.42 (1.246) 
Heater . . . . . . . . • • • • •• •• • • • • • • • • • • •• 7181 tubes 
description. . . . . . . •• ...•••. . •••••. tubular 
tube length, em (in.) • . . • • • • • • • 18.34 (7.220) 
tube inside diameter, mm (in.) •• 2.362 (0.093) 
tube outside diameter, mm (in.) •• 3.175 (0.125) 
number of tubes . . . . . . . • . . • . • • • . . . • . • • . •. 34 
design maximum wall temperature, -C (-F) • • • • 650 (1202) 
Regenerator 
length containing wire mesh, em {in.} •• .••• 6.446 (2.538) 
. . . .. 7.18 (2.827) outside diameter em (in.) 
inside diameter, em (in.) 
fvlATRIX ...•. 
wire diameter, ~m (in.) 
porosity, percent 
weight, g (lb) ...•• 
Pistons 
power piston mass, kg (lb) 
displacer mass, kg (lb) .• 
piston diameter, ern (in.) • 
• • • • • • • • • • 6.07 (2. 390 ) 
• • • • • • • . . • • •• 304S5 METEX 
• ••••••.••••• 88.9 (0.0035) 
· . . . . . . . . .. 75.9 
· • • • • • . . . • • • • • 139 (0.31) 
displaeer diameter, em (in.) •. 
displacer rod diameter, em (in.) •••• 
••• 6.2 (13.67) 
0.426 (0.94) 
5.718 (2.2514) 
• • • •• 5.67 (2.232) 
• 1.663 (0.655) 
•• 28.0 (11.024) 
• 15.19 (5.980) 
piston length, em (in.) • • • • •••• 
displacer length, em (in.) •..• 
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TABLE I. - Concluded. 
Dead volumes 
expansion space to heater tube junction, cm3 (~n3). . • 3.80 (0.23) 
heater tube to regenerator plenum junction, cm ~in3)3. . 5.90 ( .36) 
regenerator plenum at hot e~d of3regenerator, cm (in) ••• 4.10 ( .25) regenerator plenum ring, cm (in) .•• ~ • • • • • . . • .83 ( .05) 
displacer/cylinder annular rin9, cm~ (in3) ••.••••••• 10.06 ( .61) auxiliary instrument port (hot), cm (in). • . • .•• 1.56 ( .10) 
regenerator plenum at cold jnd oS regenerator, cm3 (inJ). 4.23 ( .26) 
regenerator plenum ring, cm (in) •• ~ • • • • • .83 ( .05) 
cooler plenum at c~mpre~sion space, cm (in3) • • 7.15 ( .44) 
cylinder ports, cm (in) ~ • • . . • • . • • . 1.21 ( .07) 
heater flange fittings, cm {in3!. . . 3.41 ( .21) 
piston/spider clearance. cm3 (~n ). • • • • • • • 38.7 (2.36) 
annular ring ~roun~ spider. cm (in3) • • . • . • 3.82 ( .23) 
OCOT core, cm (in) ..••.••. ~ • • • • . . . • • . .79 ( .05) 
gas spring midport hardware. cm3 (in ) •••••. ~ . • • 8.31 ( .51) 
auxiliary instrument ports (Regen/cooler). c~3 (i9 ). • • •• .93 ( .06) 
auxiliary jnstr~ment ports (compression), cm (in) . •• 3.15 ( .19) 
cooler, cm (in) • ~ • . • • • • • • • • • • • •• 20.42 (1.23) 
regeneratos, cm3 (in ). • • • • • • • • • • •••• 49.42 (3.02) 
heater, cm (in3) • . • • • • • • 26.50 (1.62) 
Materials 
heater head 
regenerator outer cylinder. 
expansion space dome. 






· • • • 316SS 
• • • • • 316SS 
• • • •• 304SS 
• • 321SS 
• 6061-T6 A 1 




• • . • 304SS 
with chrome 
oxide coating 
• • 6061-T6 A 1 
with chrome 
oxide coating 
Design clearances (diam) 
displacer rod/rod cylinder. ~m (in.) .••••.••••• 
displacer body/displacer cylinder. ~m (in.) ••.••••• 
power piston/piston cylinder. ~m (in.) •••.•...•• 




design mean volume. cm3 (in3) ••.•• 
piston diameter. cm (in.) ••••.. • • 31.79 (1.94) • 1.633 (0.65) 
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TARLE 11. - RE-IOOO INSTRUMENTATION 
I t rill I1n",monic Parameter Range Instrument S F 
S 11 
I I1t:ANCI' 11f'.n compre.a ion space pressure, MPa 0 
-l13·8 Strain gage transducer X X 
"1 I1t:ANBP l1 .. an bounce .p.ce pressure, HPa ~ X 1 PRt:SUP (; .. .upply pressure, HPa X 
4 TOIHT!! 1I .... t ... r tube lIIetal temp., ·c 400 
- 825 Thermocouple X X 
'> T0211TR 1I ... ter tube metal temp., ·c X X 
b TO)IITR lIe.t ... r tube metal temp. , ·c X X 
7 T04HT!! 1I .... t .. r tube metal temp. , ·c X X 
Ii TO'>IIT!! H .. At .. r tube metal temp. , ·c X 
9 TObHT!! 1I",.t .. r tube metal temp. , ·c X 
10 TO JIlT!! 1I .... ter tube metAl temp., ·c X 
I I T08HTI! lIe.ter tube mf'tAI temp. , ·c X 
1:1 T0911TH 1I ... ter tubl' ml'tal temp., ·c X 
I 1 TiOIlT!! 1Il'.ter tub" metal temp. , ·c X 
14 TiIHTI! lIe.ter tubl' met.l temp. , ·c X 
I'> TI2HT!! H,·. t ... r tube m ... tal temp. , ·c X 
16 TO )IIED H ... d metal temp. , ·c X 
17 Tl Jl!t:G I!"'gf'nerator-vert. profile, ·c X 
18 Ti4HI':(; I!eg ... nerator-vert. profile, ·c X 
I ~ TI">!!I':(; H ... gener.tor c i rc umferent i.l profile, ·c 250 - 82') X 
;'0 Tl6HU; H ... grnerator circumferenti.l profile, ·c ! X ]I T I 7Hf.(; H ... grner.tor circumf .. rential profile, ·c X :, ] Tl H!!f.G !!rgen ... rator circumferential profile, ·c X 
21 T191(t:(; H ... g,·ner.tor vertic.l profile, ·c 20 - 2')0 X 
.. I. T(;IWUN Hounc .. .pacp g.s temp. , ·c 20 - 80 X 
~., TGCOHP Compre.sion .pace gall temp. , ·c 20 - 250 X X 
.'t) n;l!tGC Hrgenerator - cooler g.1I temp. , ·c 20 - 250 X 
17 n;HE{;H R"g"nt'r.tor - heater gall temp. , ·c 250 - 82') X 
~n TGf.XP Expanllion space gas temp. , ·c 250 - 825 X X 
]9 NINIlP Oashpot cool ing water inlet temp. , ·c 10 - 70 X X 
10 Tll LIl I' D.llhpot cool ing water delta temp. , ·c 0 - 20 X X 
II NODI' D •• hpot cooling water outlet temp. , ·c 0 - 75 X 
\2 NINe\. Cooler w.ter inlet temp. , ·c 10 - 70 X X 
11 TOl.eL Cool .. r w.t .. r delta temp. , ·c 0 - 20 X X 
I'. NOCL Cooler water outlet temp., ·c 0 - 75 Thermocouple X 
I" AMI'S I lIe.tl'r ampa, power supply 1 , A 0 - 1000 Anneter X X 
\" AMI'S 2 H"att>r .mpa, power aupply 2, A 0 - 1000 Ammeter X X 
II 'AlLTI; He.ter volta~e, V 0 - 20 Voltmeter X X 
1M FLODI' Dallhpot coo 11 nR wat ... r flow, l/min 0 - 10 Turbine flo_eter X X 
IQ n,oCl,R t:ng in., cooling water flow, l/min 0 
- 10 Turbine flowmeter X X 
40 VX IHOR Horizontal vibration, cm/sec 0 - 3.8 Accelerometer X 
41 VY I Vt:I! Vprtical vibration, cm/lec 0 - 3.8 Accelerometer X 
, . 
' .. I'ISTST I'illton IItrokr, em 0 - 4 Strokemeter X 
to I IlISI'ST Dillplacer strokr, cm 0 - 4 Strokemeter X 
.... I NIlIOWI< Indlcatpd pow .. r, kW 0 - J Integration c i rcu i t X X 
I,') "'..'1((111'1 IIrllk .. pOWt-r. kW () - \ Integration c i rc u it X X 
,'./ 1 FI'I ~I 1'1" t on f nrL t'. N () 
- IbOU Force tran.ducer x 
", , XPlq pi.ton po. i f ion, em .'} l. VilT X 
,.H X 110 'I I' pi.ton v.'loc it y, m/a .. .: () 
- tI l.VT X 
.• t, XIlI:,I' IlI.plll'fOr I'o"itill!l, cm 'I. I.VOT X 
',II I'I>),I-Ih Ilynam i t' bOllnc " "1'4cr pre •• uro' , Ml's () 
- 10 Strain g·Ke t ranllduc .. r X 
',I l'IlY N( Dynamic compr.·." ion "p.ce pressure, HPa ' 7. Cryat.t tranaducer X 
, : 
"IlU'" I PIIlton drltd pro'Hllure, kl'a '700 l>i ((erent iat pre.aur .. X 
',I 1'1> l.t I.H cOlll .. r d .. lr a prrllllur .. , kPa '70 tranaoucer X 




















TABLE III. - RE-IOOO CALCULATIONS 
PARAMETER 
Electric power input to heater head 
Heat input to engine cooling water 
Heat input to dashpot cooling water 
Engine efficiency based on brake power output and heater 
power input 
Average heater temperature 
Engine efficiency based on brake power output and QCOOLR 
plus brake power output used as input 
Total amperage to heater head 
Displacer gas conduction 
Displacer body conduction 
Outer regenerator wall conduction based on TIBREG and 
Tl9REG 
Outer regenerator wall conduction based on T14REG and 
Tl9REG 
Inner regenerator wall conduction based on TGREGH and 
TGREGC 
Brake power output, analog calculation 
Indicated power output, analog calculation 
Power piston stroke 
Displacer stroke 
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\£111[' • H U I 0 HYDROGEN 
NfAI 10 DUHPOI COOLING 
I LOOP 3 20 UI'IIN 
IWINor 20 , OEG. C 
I Dt Dr Z ... orCo C 
IwOO~1I :1 1 DECo .C 
N(AT TO COOLE. 
FLOCIR .. 01 L/I'IIN 
IWINeL 10 5 OECo.C 
lOICl • 41 DECo C 
TWOClII 3 •. II orCo C 
H'I[S • 
N[AI 10 OASHPOI COOLINO 





2 .3 OEO.C 
2},10EG,C 
NfAT 10 COOln 
rlOCllI ~.02 l/I'IIN 
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URI£\ • PI U I 0 HYOROOEN 
HfAI TO OASItPOI COOLINO 
'LOOP 1 11 UHIN 
TWINOP 21,' OfQ, C 
TOIOP 2 ao O[G C 
TWOOPII lS 5 OEO .C 
NfAI TO COOlf. 
flOClI '.02 UI'IIH I 
TWINCl 10 , DrG C 2 
TDL Cl 7 11 Dr~ C 3 







TABLE IV. - RE-1OOO fREE PISTON STIRLING ENGINE TEST 0001 
IAROI'I 14.352 ~SI 
POWER IN 
VOL TG 2.5~ VOL TS 
CALCULATED PARA ... eTERS 
oeOOLR Inl. WATTS 
ODSHPT 5U. WATTS 
TAVHIR 547.5 OEO.C 
INTEFF 17.8 
" AMPS 1113 . A ... PS ODIVO S. WATTS 
ODI5r IS. WATTS 
OIlEGI U. WATTS 
ORECo2 104. WAITS 
OR[03 30. WATTS 
.. DWEll IN 
VOllO 2.'3 VOLTS 
CALCULATED PA.A ... ETE.S 
OCOOI. 118' . WATTS 
OOSHPI sa5. WATn 
UVHTR ''11.7 DEO.C 
INIUF 19.2 ~ 
AHPS 115" . A ... PS 
OOISPO 1. WATn 
OOISP 13. WATTS 
ORECoI 90. WATTS 
ORE02 102. WATTS QllE03 30. WATTS 
IUOI'I I' .152 ~SI 
POWER IN 
VOLTO 2.77 VOL n 
CAICULAIED PAIA"'Elf.5 
OCOOLR 20H, WAITS 
OD!HPI 616 WATTS 
IAV'''R "1.7 DEO.e 
INIH' 19 I 
" AMP\ 1211 AMP5 ODI,ro J. WATT5 
ODISI' 11 WATTS 
011[01 9Z . WATTS 
ORE02 n. WATTS 
OREOl 11, warn 
(A) READING 177 
ENGINE CHARGE PRESSURE 
PR[SUP 6375. KPA 
... EANBP 6969. KPA 
"'EANep 6979. KPA 
VIIRAT ION 
VXIHOR 0.1 C"'''S VYIVER 1.6 CI'I"S 
(8) llEAOINO 171 
ENGINE CHAROE ""ESSURE 
PRESUP 6343. KPA 
... EAN8P '9'4. KPA 
"'[ANCP 6975. KPA 
V liRA TlON 
VXItIOR 0.2 C"'''S 
VYlVER 1.1 C"'''S 
(C) REAOINO 179 
ENOINE CHARGE ... ESSURE 
PRESUP 6323. KPA 
"'EANB~ 695'. KPA 
... EANCP 6914. KPA 
VIBRATION 
VXIHOR 0.2 C"'/5 
VY I vt. I. , e"'''5 
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GAS IEHPERATU.ES 
IGEXP ~91.2 OEG.C 
TGREGH ~90.7 OEO.C 
IGREGC 9&.1 OEG.C 
lCoCOMP ~5.5 OEO.C 
IGBOUN 33.1 OEO.C 
RE ... OTE CALCULATIONS 
PWROUI ~O •. WATTS 
INDPWR ~16. WAITS 
PISISI I,n C ... 
DUPST 1.70 C ... 
OAS IE"'PERATU.ES 
10EXP ~'7.7 DEO.C 
10REOH ~'3.' DEO.C 
IGREOC 100.' DEO.C 
IGCOHP '6.7 OEO.C 
10BOUN 31.' DEO.C 
.e ... OIE CALCULATIONS 
PWROUI "7. WATIS 
INDPWR 'I'. WATTS 
punl 1.79 CM 
oUPS T 1. 79 CI. 
GA5 IE ... PE.AIU.ES 
IGE~P "5.2 DEO.C 
10REOH "7.1 DEO.C 
IGR[GC 100.1 OEO.C 
TOCO ... P 41.3 DEO.C 
IGBOUN 1'.1 OEO.C 
.EMOIE CAlCULATION!t 
PWROUI '15. warn 
IHDI'WR 511. WATTS 
"I~ISI 1.17 C'" 
DI~PSI 1.17 CH 
!tU.FACE IE~PE.AIUIIE!t 
10IH'" 535.5 DEG.t 
102HI, 5".' DEO.C 
103NIR S3\, I DEG.C 
TO'HIR 5.1.' DEO.t 
10SIt'. 513.' DEO.C 
TI'HTI 53',' DEG.C 
T07HIR 5'3.' DEG.t 
10Sltlll 562.1 OEG.t 
II'HIII 531.2 DEO.t 
TIOHTI '17.' DEO.C 
TIIHT. 5'1.1 DEO.C 
112HIII '3'.2 DfO.C 
TI1IIEO 4'1.' DEO.C 
TI"EO '70.' DEO.C 
TI,REO 36'.4 DEO.C 
TI'REO 347.7 DEO.C 
11711EO 1".1 OEO.C 
TIIREO 142.' DEO.C 
TI'.EO 231.' DEO.C 
T03NED 4".7 DEO.C 
!tu.,.cr Tf .... uuu." 
"INTR 537.' DU.C 
TUNTII 5U.1 DfO.C 
TO]NTII 536.' DU. C 
"4 H III '61.' OEO. t TUHI. '14.1 DEO.C 
'''HI. 5H.7DEO.C 
117H'. 5H.5 DfO.t 
fOaHIR '''.l OEO.t 
TO'HI. 531.1 DU.C 
TlOHI. 612.1 DEQ.C 
TlIHIR '51.' DEQ.C T I2NII 534.1 DID, C 
Tl3REO 4".7 DEQ.C 
THREO "I., DEQ.C Tl5REG ]71.2 DEO.C 
TIUEO H •. ' DEQ.t THREG H'.' DIO.C TIIIIEO lU.4 DIO.C 
T IUEO 21'.5 DEO.C 
T03HEO ,,. .. DEO.C 
SUII'ACI If ..... UATu.n 
TO I HTII "1.7 oro.C 
IUHI. 549.' DfO.C 
TUHTII H'.!t oro.C 
'''HIli '''.4 Dro.C 
I05HTII 511.5 DrG.C 
I06HTR 5U.' DEO.C 
T0711111 5H.' OfO.t 
'OIH'. 571 . I O[O.C 
100NII 'U.I DU.C 
TlOHTII 61'.4 DfO.C 
IIIHTII H7.' DU.C 
Tl2HTR 'U.' OfO.t 
TllIEO 497.' DEO.C 
TlUfO "I.' DfG.C 
TI'UO 37Z,7 DfO.C 
I".EO 1H.' OU.C 
111REG HI.' DEO.C 
IIIUO H2.' DU" C 
Tl UEO 219 .1 DIO.C 
"SHED " ... DfO.C 
HIAI TO DA'HI'OT COOLINo 




2Q • D[ o. C 
I 07 DE O. C 
21 • OfO.C 
Nf AI 10 COOl [I 
'IOCll ~ 01 llMIN 
IwlHCl 10' OEG C 
IDlCl 7 AS OlO C 









\fllE\ • HUID HYDIOOEN 
N(AT TO DA5NI'OT COOLING 
, I o Of' 1 \1 l/MIN 
TWINOI' 11 0 OEo e 
10101' 1 ;t\ DIG. C 
IWODI'I 2' 0 DEG. C 
HfAT TO COOlfl 
IlOCll < 05 l/MIN 
TWINCI 10. DrG C 
TDlCl • 10 DEG.C 
IWOCII 1 •. I. OEO.C 
UIUS • 
HrAI TO D.\NI'OT COOllNo 





1 n OEO.t 
1< IDEO C 
H(.T 10 COOL U 
rt DC I. , U 1/"'IN 
IWINet S\ 2 orG C 
IDICI • B oro ( 



















VOITG 2.8' YOITS 
CALCULATED PAIAI1ETEIS 
OCOOLR 2199 . WATTS 
OOSHPT 666. WATTS 
lAVHTR BO 1 DEo.C 
IHIHF 20 a • A~,rs 12~ 1. AI1PS 
OOI~Po 1. WATTS 
00151' I}. WATTS 
OR[GI '1. WATTS QREGl ., . WATTS 
ORlGl 10. WATTS 
IUD'" I~. 357 ,.51 
I'OWEI IN 
YOlTo 2.88 YOI IS 
CALCULATED I'AIA,..ETE.S 
oeOOlR 2271. WAITS 
ODSHI'T 705. WATTS 
lAVHIR 550 a DEG.t 
INTHf 19 6 11 
AMrs IH2. AMPS 
ODISPG 1. WATTS 
oonp 11 WATTS 
OREGI ,0 WA ITS 
OUG2 '5. WATTS 
OREGl lO. WATTS 
POWEll IN 
VOLTa 2.'S YOITS 
C.lCUI.TED I'A •• METERS 
OCOOIR 2 \97. W. TIS 
OOSHI'T 725 WAITS 
IAV.UR SU \ DU.C 
11<1£ If 18 , 11 
AMI'S 1290. .... PS 
001\"0 1. W.TTS 
QPIV I ~ WA TIS 
QR I Cd 81 WATT~ 
ORte2 100 W.TTS 
OR! 01 10 WA TIS 
TABLE IV. - ContlnueG. 
(0) READINO 1110 
ENGINE CHARGE PRESSURE 










<E) READINO 1111 
ENGINE CHAROE PRESSURE 
PRE~UP 6102. KPA 
MEANIIP 6"'. KPA 
I1EANCP 701 •. KPA 
vaRA TlDN 
VXIHOR 0.2 CI'I/S 
VYIVEI 2.1 CI'II! 
(F) READINO 1112 
ENolNE CHAROE ,.RES5URE 
PRESUP 6211,. KPA 
ME.NIP 69116. Kp. 
MEANCI' 7009. KP. 
V IIIRATI ON 
VX 1I10R 0.2 CI1/S 
VYIV[I 2.2 CI1/S 
20 
G.S TEMPERAIUIIES 
IGEXr 491.7 DEo.t 
TGREGH ~9'.1 DEo.C 
TGREGe 100.7 DEG.C 
TGCOMP 50.0 DEo.C 
TGIIOUH 14.1 Dfo.t 
REMOTE CAICUIATIOHS 
PWROUT S51. WATTS 
INDPWR 560. WAIlS 
PISTST 2.01 CI1 
DISPST 1.92 C,.. 
G.S TEMPERATUIES 
TGEXP ~".5 DEo.t 
TGREGH "\.1 DEo.t 
TGREOC 102.' DEo.t 
TGCOMP 50.' DEo.c 
TGIIOUN "., DEo.t 
RE~OTE CALCULATIONS 
PWROUI 55'. WATTS 
INDPWR sal. WATTS 
PISTST Z.09 C" 
DISPST 1. t7 CI'I 
G.s TE,..PERATURE5 
TGEXP ,.O.~ DEo.t 
TGIIEGN '115.4 DEO.t 
TGR[OC 101.7 DEO.C 
TocorlP 52.' DEO.C 
TGIIOUN 16.1 DEO.C 
REMOTE C'ICULATIONS 
rWRouI H7. WATn 
INorWII 611. WATTS 
I'ISISI 2. I. CI'I 
OI5PSI 2.06 tl'l 
SURFA(E H,..rEUIUHS 
TOIHTR 539.6 DEG.C 
T02HTR 5H.5DEo.C 
TOllfTR 5~0.2 OEG.C 
TO'HTR 561.7 DEo.t 
T05HTII 512.5 DEo.t 
T06HTR 51a.5 DEo.C 
T07HTII 5H.2 OU.C 
TOIIHTII 569.1 OEO.t 
T09HIII 511.7 DfO.C 
TlOUTI '30. I DEO.C 
TlIHTIl 555.~ DEO.C 
Tl2UTli 532.5 DEO.t 
TllREG "7. I DEO.C 
TIUEo HI.~ DEo.t 
THUG 'H.a DEO.t 
T "REG Hl.' D[o.t 
1171EG lSI.' DEO.t 
TIUEo 355.1 OfO.C 
TlUEO 241 .• OEO.t 
T01HED 494. " OU.C 
WU.CE T[I'I"U.TUIU 
TOIHIII 537. I OfO.t 
T02HTI 5~'.' O[O.C 
T01HTR 540.0 DU.C 
T"HTR 5U.' Dfo.C 
T05HTI 5ll.5 DEO.t 
T06HTII 516.' O[O.C 
T07HTI 5H.' DEo.C 
TDlHIII "7.1 Dfo.C 
TD'HTR 5H.' OEO.C 
TIOHIR ,3D., OEo.C 
TlIHTII 55'.1 DED.C 
TlZHTIi 53Z.1 DfO.C 
Tl111EO "1.1 OEO.t 
TI~REO "1.4 OED.C 
TI5REG )75. I D[O.t 
TIUEO H2.6 DED.C 
T 17 IlEa H2.' DU.t 
T lIlIfG H~.l D£O.I: 
T 19REO Z"'.' DEo.t 
TD 3H(D Hl.7 D£O.( 
5URfACE TE""'UATUIU 
TOIHTI 5H.I DfO.C 
T02HTR 5H.5 Ofe.c 
T01HIR 539.4 OIO.C 
T04HIII 559.' 0[0.( 
T05HTII 512.' ou.c 
TUHTII SH.' DIO.C 
T01HTil "5 2 0[0.( 
T aSH IR 560.7 DEG.t 
T09HTII 527.2 Dfo.C 
II O.tlil '11.' OlO.C 
T IIHT. H'. , OIO.t 
TlZHI. 533 ., O(O.C 
11111[0 H •. ) DIG. C 
TlUU "1.4 DEo C 
T 1511£0 372 .• DEl). C 
TlUEO '16 .• D[Q. C 
Tl71[0 H2.0 DEo C 
Tllllfo ).1 .• DEO.C 
TlUEO 2' I.' OEo.C 
TD1HED HI.2 OEO.C 
"'11 ~ • 'IUID HYDROGfN 
HIli 10 DHHPOI COOLINO 
IlODr ) 10 L /111 N 
"''''DP 21 0 IlIG ( 1010P 1 H DIG ( 
l"ODP' 1_ 2 DIG C 
HrAI TO COOlfR 
rlOCll 4.01 L/I1IN 
lWP'CL 11 4 010 C 
101CL a •• DrG C 












\('1(\ • FlUID HYDROOEN 
HI 1I 10 OA5HPOI COOliNG 
HOOP ) 0' L/"IN 
IWINOP 11 0 DEG C 
IDIDP ) .. oro C 
lwOOPI 24 • OED. C 
H[AI 10 (DOLE' 
rlOCll 4 O' 1,I1IN 
TWIN(L )1' DEO ( 
lDlCl • SI DEG.( 










HIII(\ fl UI 0 HYDIOGEH 
Hr 1I 10 DASHPOT COOLINO 
, lOOP ) II 1/11114 
lWINDP 21 0 DEO C 
1 Ol DP ) A 7 DEO ( 
lWOD"" 24 • DIG ( 
HI AI 10 (DOlfR 
fl OClll 4 10 l/MIN I 
IWIHCl )l , 010 C 2 
101 Cl 10 
" 
DtG ( ) 







URO~ 14.'~7 PSI 
POWEll IN 
VOL TG '.06 VOL U 
CALCULATED PAIA~ETERS 
O(OOLR 2532. WATTS 
ODSHPT as. WUU 
IAVHTR S" 7 DEO.C INlEfF 18.4 ~ 
AMrs I HO. A~PS 
ODI~ro l. WATTS 
0015P 12. WATTS 
OREOI ss. WATTS 
OREG2 ta. WATTS 
OREG1 29. WATU 
UIO" I •. 162 PSI 
rOWEII IN 
VOLTO 
" 14 VOLU 
CALCULATED PARA"ETEIIS 
OCOOlll ZlOS. WATTS 
ODSHPT 791. WATTS 
IAVHT. SSO.' DEO.C 
INIHF I I . S 1I 




OOISP 12. WATTS 
OREGI ". WATTS OREG2 9Z. WATTS 
OREG) )0. WATTS 
IUOI'I I •. 162 PSI 
POWEll IN 
VOLTO ).22 VOL U 
CAlCULAI£O PAIA~ETEIIS 
OCOOllI :sa 1. WATTS 
QO~H"T a)8 . WATTS 
IAVHIII B2.1 OEO.C INH., 17. , 
" AMI'S 1.01. AMPS 
ODI\PO 1. WATTS 
QDI~P 12. WAITS 
OIl£GI ss. WATTS QRlc.z 104. WATTS 
OIl[OS SO. WATTS 
TABLE IV. - Continued. 
(G) READIIIO 18' 
ENGINE (HARGE PRESSURE 
PRESUP 6262. KPA 
MEAHDP 691A. KPA 
M[AIICP 6944. KPA 
V IBRA II ON 
VXIHOR 0.2 C~/S 
VYlVER 2.' C~/S 
(H) IIEADINO 184 
ENGINE CHARGE PRESSURE 
PRE~UP 62l'. KPA 
"EANAP 6931. KPA 
"EANCP 6967. KPA 
VIBRA I ION 
VXIHOR 0.2 C~/S 
VYIVER 2.4 C~/S 
(I) REAOINO lAS 
ENOINE CHAROE PIIESSURE 
PRESUP 6243. KPA 
MEAN!P 7016. KPA 
I'IEANCP 7043. KPA 
VII .. TlON 
VX IIfOR 0.2 C~/S 
VYlVER 2.' C~/S 
21 
OAS TEMPERATURES 
IGEXP 'S6.' DEG.C 
TGREGH .A2 7 DEO.C 
TGREGC 102.) DEO.C 
TGCONP S5.2 DEO.C 
TGIOUN 16.6 DEG.C 
REMOTE CALCULATIONS 
P~ROUT S77. WATTS 
INDPWR 6as. WATTS 
PISTST 2.'0 CI'I 
OISPH 2.13 C" 
GAS TEMPERA TUllES 
TOEXP 'S'.7 DEO.C 
TOIIEOH 419.1 DEO.C 
TOREOC 103.' DEO.C 
TOCOI'IP sa., DEO.C 
TGIOUN '7.3 DEO.C 
REMOTE CALCULATIONS 
PWROUT S74. WATTS 
INDPWR 66 •. WATT' 
PIS T S T 2 . It C~ 
DUPST 2.17 C~ 
OAS TEI'IPERATUllfS 
TOEXP •• 7.4 OEO.C 
TGREGH "'.7 OEO.C 
TGREGC 101.0 DEO.C 
TGCOI'IP 60.' DEO.C 
TOIOUM 3S.1 DEO.C 
RE~OTE CALCULATIONS 
PWROUT 61 •. wnu 
INOPWR 706. wnu 
PISIST 2.47 C" 
DIS"~T 2.2' C~ 
SUIlFACE TE"PERl TUIU 
lOIHIR Sl6.7 O[O.C 
T02HIII S4A.O OEC..C 
T01HIII 540.70EG.C 
TO.HIIt H7.' O[O.C 
T05HIIt 511. I OEO.C 
I06HIIt 535.6 DEO.C 
T07HIIt ~ ... O DEG.C 
T OSH lit 5sa.' DEG.C 
109HIII '24.' D£G.C 
IIOHTR 6H.0 OEO.C 
TIIHTR 5H.5 DEO.C 
112HIII !I'2.1 DEO.C 
II SIlEO • ., .1 DEO.C 
1I4REO 470.1 OEG.C 
TISIEO HI. S O£O.C 
TI6I1EG B1.2 OlG.C 
1I7IIEG '42 .1 DEG.C 
11111 EO HO.O OU.C 
IItREG 2.1. 0 DEO.C 
"'HED 411.S DEG.C 
SURfACE TfI'lPUATUIIU 
TOIHIII 542.6 DEO.C 
T02HIII 5.7.0 DEO.t 
T01MTI 5 ... , DEO.C 
TO.HIIt HI.!I OEO.C 
TOSHTR SO •. I OEO.C 
T06MIII ,.1. I DU.C 
T07HIII 542.7 DEO.C 
TOIHTII '''.7 DEO.C 
TOtHTII 52'. I oeo.c 
1I0HIII "I.' DEO. C 
TIIHTII Hl.l DEO.C 
112HIR 530.3 DU.C 
T I 311U ~t2. 7 DEO.C 
11 411 EO ~H.I DU.C 
II'"EO 361 .• DU.t 
11611EO HI.5 DEO.C 
TI7IEO '52.1 DEO.C 
1I111U no.' DEO.C 
1I911EO In.1 O(o.C 
"'HED "7.7 DEO.C 
SUII,.CE TE .... UATURfS 
IOIHTII 545.' DU.C 
I02HIII 5S0.' OEO.C 
T01HTII 541.1 DEO.C 
T04HIII 563.' DEO.C 
TO'HTII !l0I.7 D(o.C 
TUHTII S".5 DfO.C 
"7HTII S4'.7 DU.C 
TOIHTII SU.' DEO.C 
TO'HIR 527.' OED. C 
11014111 ,,'.6 DU.C 
1I1HIII SS4.1 DEO.C 
1I1HTR HI. 7 DU.C 
lI'IIEO .... 5 Dro.C 
1\4'(0 '61 .• DfO.C 
lISIIEO )H.I OEG.C 
TI6I1EO 12).1 DEO.C 
TI711E0 14S.7 DEO.C 
11 III EO lJ' DEO.C 11 tREO 227. , DIO.C 
JOSHED ..... DIG.C 
\[IIU I flUID NYDIOGEN .A.O~ 1'.16' PSI 
H(AI 10 DA~H~Ol COOLIHO 
'100" ) 12 1'"IH 
IWIN~ 
I Dl D~ 
h,jOo"l 
21 0 OED C 
, O~ DrG C 
2~'0(Gt 
N(AT 10 tOOlfl 
flOCll 'I) 1,"IN 
IWINtl ]\ 2 OlD C 
ID1Cl 10 n O(O.C 














OCOOll "'16 . WATn 
OO~U"I a78 . WAT T~ 
lAVHII SH 6 OEO.C 
IHIf" 17.2 
" AMrs 1'17 AI1PS 
OOIS~O 1. WAlT~ 
OOISP 12 WATTS 
OR[GI aa. WATIS 
OR[CZ 100. WATTS 
OlEO] 29. WATTS 
'IUIO HYOIOOEN IAIOI1 1'.3'6 "~I 
~(AI TO DA,H"OI tOOLIHO 




21 . I O( O. C 
, H 0[0 C 
B I OEO.C 
Hf AT 10 COOL (I 
fLOtl' ,. \) L/~IH 
IWINeL ]) IDEO C 
lOltl 10 " 0[0 C 













Hun fl U I 0 HYOIOGEN 
H(AI 10 DASH~OT COOLINO 
'L DO" 3.01 L/~IN 
IWINO" 21 2 OEO.C 
1010" ).21 0(0 t 
IWO~I 2'. I OfO.C 
HI AI TO COOLER 
II OClII , 1) l/l'll" I 
IWINCl JI ~ OED C 2 
101 Cl 6 60 Of 0 C 1 









VOLTO 3.35 YOL n 
CALtULAI£O "ARA~ETER~ 
OCOOIR 30n. WATT~ 
OO'UI'T '~2. WAlTS 
lAVHII HI.7 DfO.C 
IHI£FF 16 .• 
" AI1~S H61. AI1"S 
OOISPO 1. WAIlS 
OOISP 11. WATTS 
OREGI 11. WAIT~ 
ORE02 105. WArn 
ORE03 2 •. WATTS 
URO~ 1'.3" I'SI 
"OWE. IN 
YOLIO 2.U YOL IS 
CALCULATED 'AIIA~ETE.S 
ClCOOI. laa,. WAITS 
ODSH~I '16. WAII~ 
IAVHII 602 , DEO C 
I"TlH 
" 0 x AMPS IIH AI'I~S 
OOUPO ,. W_IIS 
OOI~P I' WATTS QNrc,1 100 WA I T~ QNIG2 108 WAIlS 
ORIC,] H WA I I~ 
TABLE IV. - Continued. 
(J) READING le6 
ENGINE CHARGE PRE~SURE 
PR<SUP 6267. IIPA 
I1EANIP 
I1EANtP 
V liRA liON 






(II) READING 1a7 
EHOIHE CHARoE PRESSURE 
PRESUP 62'7. IIPA 
~EAHIP 
MEANCP 
Y liRA liON 
VXINOR 0.2 





(ll READING lat 
ENOINE CHAROE PRES~URE 
PRESUP 61e,. IIPA 
~EAH8P 7016. IIPA 
~EANCP 70'3. IIPA 
YIlIUTIOH 
YXIHOR 0.1 C~"'S 
VYi VlR 1.6 C~"'5 
22 
OAS IE~PERAIURE' 
TG(XP '.'.9 OEO.C 
TGREGH '13.5 OEO.C 
IGREGC 10'.2 OEO.C 
IGCOMP 61.IOEO.C 
lOIOUH 39.1 OEO.C 
REI10TE CALCULATION~ 
pwROUI 605. WATT~ 
IHOfWR 136. WATTS 
PISIST 2.5' C~ 
OISPH 2.ll C~ 
OAS TE~pERATU.E~ 
lOEXp '13.1 OEO.C 
TGREOH 'IO.~ OfO.C 
TG~(GC 102.9 OEO.C 
TGCOrlp 66.1 OED. C 
lODOUH 'O., DEO.C 
RE~OTE CALCULATIONS 
pWROUT 612. WATT~ 
IHOPW~ 7~'. WATTS 
plSTST 2.67 C~ 
OIS'H 2." C~ 
GAS TE~PERATUllf5 
TGEXP '~'.I DEo.C 
lOREOH 5~2.6 OEO.C 
TGREOC 102.3 OEO.C 
TotONP ~ •. , OEO.C 
TGIOUN 37.6 DEO.C 
.E~OTE CALCULATIONS 
pWROUI "3. WATn 
IHD"WR 'IS. WATTS JOISIST I.H C~ 
































TI OH III 
TlIHTII 
TIZNTII 































H'.5 OEO. C 
























































liS ., OfO.C 
:.a~.2 Olo.C 
:'1. , OIO.C 
'~~.2 OU.C 
\f~Jr!' • fl UI 0 HYO~OO[N 
.« " 10 OASHrOl (0011140 floor ) 07 1/11114 
IWINOl' 11 l DEe. ( 
I [II or ) ~1 ore. C 
Iwoorlt ~, I OrG ( 
HlAI 10 COOL(~ 
II0Cllt "II L,I1'N 
tWIHCL )) I DrG C 
lOICl 7 I' DEO C 










\[RIU • rLUIO HYDIIOOEN 
H(AI 10 DASH'OI (OOLIHG 
, I DO' 1 01 L'''IN 
IWINOl' 11 2 DEO.C 
'DID' 1 )0 OED C 
IWOO'1t H 1 DEIi.C 
HrAI '0 COOI[R 
'IOCLII 4.10 L,I1IN I 
'WIHCL )) I DlO C 1 
I ttl Cl 7 n DEO.C 1 
IWOCLII )t .6' DEG.C , 
~ 





IAROl1 14.'" PSI 
I'OWER IN 
VOLTO 2.7' VOLTS 
CALCULATED PARAI'IETER5 
OCOOLR ~O29. WATn 
ODSHPI u,. WATn 
IAVIIIR 600 ... DEO.C 
'NlEfF 
". I 
" A I'll' 5 IIII'. A"I'5 
ODUI'O ... WATn 
ODIS' H. wATn 
U[OI 102. wun 
0~H.2 lOS. WATTS 
OREG' H. WATTS 
IAROl1 I". HI 1'51 
POWEll IN 
VOLIO 2.U VOL T5 
CALCULATED 'ARAI1EIERS 
OCOOllI 20". WATTS 
ODS"I'T 701. WATTS 
lAVHlR ~"., DEO.C INlErF 19.9 ~ 
A"P5 I21S. AI'I'S 
0015'0 4. WATTS 
00151' 14. WAITS 
OREOI ". WATIS ORE02 1010. WATTS 
OREGl ll. WATTS 
UIIIH. 'LUID HYDIIOOEN lARD" 14.171 1'51 
Hr., TO DASHI'OT COOllNO 




21.2 0[0 C 
] 11 DEG.C 
210 4 DED.C 
HrAT TO COOLEII 
'lOCllt 10 Il l'I1IH 
IWINCL H I 0[0 C 
101 CL 7 7' DEG C 













VOLTO 2.16 VOLTS 
CALCULATED 'AIIAI1flERS 
OCOOLII 2217 . WATTS 
ODSHPT 70" . WATTS 
'",VHTIl 601 .• OfO.C 
INI EF, III.~ 
" A"PS IH7. AI1PS 
ODIVO 10. WATn QDISP 14. WATTS 
OREGI ". WATTS OItEOl lOS. wAln 
OItEGl ll. WATT' 
TA8LE IV. - Continued. 
11'11 REAOINO 1'0 
ENOINE CHARGE PItE~~URE 
PRESUP 6',S. KPA 
"'EANBP 69SS. KPA 
I1EANCP 6999. KPA 
VIBRATION 
VXIHClR 0.2 CI'I"'5 
VYlVER I.S CI'I"'S 
(N) RUDINO 1'1 
ENOINE CHAROE PRESSURE 
PRESUP 6120. KPA 
MUNIP 69S1. KPA 
MEANCP 7009. KI'A 
VIBRATION 
VX1HOII 0.2 C'VS 
VYlVEII I.' CM ... S 
(0) READINO 192 
ENGINE CHAROE PRESSURE 
PR[SUP 6101. KPA 
MEAH8P "'6. KPA 
MEAHCI' 7009. KPA 
VllUTIOH 
VXIHOR 0.2 CI1 ... S 
VYlVER 2.0 CM ... S 
23 
GAS IEI'IPERATURES 
TGEXP 542.' DEG.C 
TGREGH '41.4 OEG.C 
TGRfGC 10'.2 DEO.C 
TGCOnp H.7 DEG.C 
TOIOUH '7.10 DEG.C 
REI'IOTE CALCULATIONS 
P~ROUT 107'. WATTS 
I 14 DPWR 506. WATIS 
I' I S IS I I . 76 CI'I 
DISPSI 1.77 CI'I 
GAS IEI'IPERATUIIES 
lOEXP HO.D DEG.C 
TOREGH 5H.l OEO.C 
TGREOC 106.S OEO.C 
TOCOMP '0.1 DEO.C 
IGIOUH 37.3 DEO.C 
REMOTE CALCULATIONS 
P~ROUT ~21. WATTS 
IHDPWR 536. WATTS 
PISIST 1.17 C" 
DI5P5T 1.16 CI1 
GAS TEI'IPERATURES 
IGEXP '~0.4 DEO.C 
TGREGH 511.7 DEG.C 
TGREGC 101.1 DEO.C 
TGCOl'lr '2.1 DEO.C 
IGIOUH 17.' DEO.C 
IIEI10TE CALCULATIONS 
I'IolROUI '04. WATTS 
INDrWII "0. WATTS 
PIHST I.'" C" 
DISPS' 1.'0 CI1 
SUItFACE IEftPERATUIIU 
lOllllR '''.lDEG.C 
TO~tHR 5U.7 DEG.C 
1011llR 'H.' DEO.C IUHTR Ul.1 D[O.C 
TO"IIR '62. I OEG.C 
T0611l1! 591.40EO.C 
l071HR "2.2 OEG.C 
T GIIIII R 61'.2 DEO.C 
T0911111 5111 . 5 DEG. C 
TlOllll! 671.2 DEG.C 
Tlllllit 6010.' DEG.C 
TUHlI! "2.1 DU.C 
TlllIEO !to 1. I DlO.C 
""'EO "'.2 O(O.C 
" 'RfO toOl.2 DU.C TIUEO H5.' DEO.C 
Tl711EG 1 .... DEO.C 
TI III EO 1 .... DlO.C 
lURED 262.3 OEO.C 
"'HED '''2.' DEO.t 
SUltfACE Ul1'UUURU 
TOIH'R ,to.' DEO.C 
T02HTR "7.' O£O. C 
101HTR 590.1 DlO.C 
T04HlI! Ul." DU.C 
TOSHU '62.2 D£O.C 
106HIII 590. I DU.C 
T07HTR ,,,. I DU.t 
TOIIHTI! 617. I DEO.t 
II'HU 58G.' D£O.C 
TI OHTIt 67'.2 DfO.C 
TlIHT/I '02.' OfO.C 
1l2HTIt 'Il ... DEO.C 
TI 3ltEO ~"". 1 DfO.C Tl4R(0 "'. ~ DEG.C Tl511fO 409.7 DEG.C 
TIUEO lH.l DEG.C 
Tl7REG 11".2 DEG.C 
TIUEO 1 .... DEG.C 
TlUEO 26" .• DfO.C 
101HfD 'H.I DEG.C 
SURFACE l[1'I'UATUUS 
TOIHTIt ~tl . 1 DEG. C 
l02HlIt ~ .... DEO.C 
lOlHTR "I .• D[O.C 
l04HIII "6.1 DEO.C 
TO 5H TIl ~., .• DEO.C 
T06HU 590.2 DfO.C 
T01HU '''.1 OEO.C 
TOIHTII 61 •. ' OU.C TO.HU 'al.2 DEO.C 
T10HT/I 612.' DEG.C 
IlIHU 6ato." DEG.C 
Tl2H'" 'U.' DfO.C 
II SilEO 510'. I DED.C 
IIUEO 516 .• OED C 
TI5RrG H •. ' OEG.C Tiuro 371. I DEO.C 
11711EO s .... DEO.C 
TIIR[O 117. " DEO.C T UItEO 265 .1 DI!O.C 
TllNED ''''.7 DEG.C 
"IU\ fl UI 0 HYOROOEH 
HrAI 10 OASH~Ol (OOLIHG 
'L OO~ la' L/I1IN 
11011 HO' 11 } orc ( 
I OL 0" } H [)[G ( 
lIoIOO'R 2' • O[C ( 
H[AI 10 (OOlfR 
"OCtR 'II L/I1IH 
lloIlHCL }} Z DEC ( 
101 Cl • n Ol G ( 












Hlln 'IUIO HYD"OO[H 
HfAI 10 OASH"OI (OOIIHO 
'( DO" } O. 1/"'1~ 
11011"0" 11 . } DEC. C 
Ifll 0" I U DEO t 
110100". 2' • Of 0 e 
H[AI lO(OOlr~ 
'lOtI" , II l/MIH 
lloIl"Cl }} S oro C 
IDlel '00 OEG C 
lloIOCLR 'I •• oro t 
HfAI 10 OASH"OI (OOIIHO 
flOor S.O. \/MIH 
lloIlNDP 
I III 0' 
110100"" 
11 .4 DE a C s.., DEO C 
n , DfO ( 
Hr,' 10 COOL [II 
IIOC1" , I ) 1/"'IH 
lIoIINtL H , 010 t 





















IUOM I'. H6 PSI 
~OWER IH 
VOLIG 2.99 VOLn 
CA1CU1AlfD PARAMETERS 
O(OOIR 2H6. WAIlS 
OOSIlPI 760. loll TIS 
IAVHI" 601 • OEC.C 1 NIL f F 1 CJ ~ X 
A.,PS 1)0.. ll1PS 
QOI~PC ,. loll TIS 
OOISP I' . WlITS 
OREGI 101 . loll TIS 
OREG2 102. WlIIS 
DREG} ) I . WAIlS 
IA"OM I' H6 'SI 
'OIol£R IH 
V01IO 30 06 VaLIS 
CA1CU1AIEO PA.AMETERS 
OCOOIR 256a. WATTS 
ODSlePI la •. WATIS 
IAVHIII 601 .7 DEO.t 
IHI EFF \I 0 X 
AMPS 1~2'. AMPS 
ODI5Po 4. WAT" 
OOISP I ~ lUllS 
ClO[OI 98. lolA I I!> 
QRlG~ 10'. WATTS 
OREGI H. WATTS 
VOLTa l.U VOLn 
(A1CU1AllD 'AIIAMETERS 
0(0011 16~1 lolA ITS 
QO!aItP'Y 8;'4 lolA I IS 
TAVttlllt B2. , OfO.t 
I HILI f 18 , \ 
",P, I PO. AMPS 
OOISPO , WATIS 
OOISP I' . WAITS 
ORlGI 101 . lolA ITS 
ORlGl 101 . WATTS QR[O} H. WATTS 
TABLE IV. - Continued. 
(P) REAOIHG 19l 
EHGIHE CHARGE PRESSURE 
PRESUP 6l00. KPA 
MEANIP 7022. KPA 
I1fANCP 7051. KPA 
VIIUlION 
VXIHOR 0.2 CM/S 
VYlVER 2.1 tlVS 
(0 ) UADINC 19' 
EHOINE CHARoE PRESSURE 
PRESUP "17 . KPA 
MEANIP 70011. KPA 
M[ANtP 70n. KPA 
VIIRAIIOH 
VXIHOR 0 .2 tlVS 
VYlYER 2 2 tM/S 
(R) READIHG I'~ 
EHolHE tHAROE PIIESSURE 











IGEXP Sla a OEG.t 
IGRrGIl 5)9.5 OEC.t 
IGRIGe 110.6 OEC.t 
TGeor'p 54' DEO.C 
IGIOUN la.S DEG.t 
REI10lE CALCULATIONS 
rWROUI 565. WATTS 
INDr~R 619. WATTS 
P 15 I S I 2 . 06 tM 
DI5PSI I." CM 
GAS HMPERAIURES 
IGEU 5lS 6 DEG.t 
IGREOH 533.0 DEo.C 
IGREGC 112.2 DEO.t 
T GCC'IP 56. I OEO.t 
IGBOUN 39.2 DEO.t 
REMOIE tALCULATIOHS 
PW~OUI ~". WATTS 
IHorWR 665. WATTS 
PISISI 2.20 tM 
DISP5T 2.04 tM 
OAS IEM'ERATURES 
TGEXP 5l'.S DEO.t 
IGREGH 5l5.S DEO.t 
TGREGt Ill.' DEo.C 
IGCOMP sa.) OEO.t 
TGIOUH " .• DEO.t 
11[110 IE CAltUIAIIONS 
PllROUI 604. WAIlS 
I Nor\.lR " .. WA ITS 
"ISISI 1 B eM 
OISPH 2. at tM 
SUIIFACE HI'I'fUIUlln 
TO 1I11 R 590.7 DEO.t 
TO~H'R 599.4 DlO.t 
lO}"I" ~'2.2 DEO.( 
104"1. 616 • DEG.t 
lO~1t1R 561 • Drc.C 
T0611IR saa.4 DEo.C 
10 )ttlR SH 7 DEO.t 
10aHIR 620.l DEG.C 
TO""R \&1.2 DEO.C 
11 0111 II 61'.1 DEG.C 
T IIHTI '06.2 DEo.C 
TI2"III 512.2 DEO.t 
TllREO 544.2 DEO.t 
1l4REG ~15 .• DEO.t 
Tl5REG H •.• DEo.t 
I \6R[G 37'.S DEO.t 
II IRED )aII.7 DEO.t 
T IUEG lat.5 DEO.t 
TlUEO 2'S.' DED.t 
TO SHED 521.7 DEO.t 
SUIlrAtE TfM"UAtUlln 
TOIHIII 511.2 D£O.C 
fOlttTI UI .• DEO.C 
10 III IR 591.' OED. t 
lO'HI" " •.• DEO.t 
105,11 II 56l.2 DEo.t 
IUHIII 516.4 DEo.t 
lOIHI" 591 Z OEO.t 
lOllltlR '1'.7 DEO.t 
I"HIR !112.' DEO.t 
IIOHIII 6&1.S DfO.t 
IIIHTR 602.' DEO.t 
Tl2HTR ,., .• DfO.C 
TllllEO 5'S.5 DfO.C 
114REo 517.0 DU.t 
115REO 4 11.6 DEO.t 
11611Eo 3711.l DU.t 
Tl 7IIEo 3&2. S DEO.t 
llaoEO 38 •.• DEO.e 
TlUEO 261.2 DfO.e 
TOlHED 525.4 Dn.e 
SURFAtE TE""fUTUlln 
TOIHIII U'.5 DEO.C 
l02HTII 601.2 DEO.e 
TOlHTII 591.5 DfO.C 
T04HTII "'.5 0[0 e 
TOSHTII HI.' DEO.t 
I06HIII S .... DEO.t 
TOIHIII 591.' DEO.t 
10lHIII 61'.4 DEO.e 
109un sal. , DtO.t 
Tl OHI. " .. , D£O.C 
I1IHIII '''.S DEo.t 
112Hn 5U. I DEO.C 
TllHO 5".2 DEO.C 
11'REO "5.' D[O.C 115.Eo '10 • OED t TlUEO H •. ' OED t T 11HO )11. I DEO.C 
IIUto ltO • DEG.t 
TlUEo 2 .... Dn.t 
TO )H[O 5n.S 010.( 
HltaS • H U 10 HVDItOGEH 
"r.I 10 OA\H"OI COOLING 
, LOOP ) 01 L,I'IIH 
IWINOP 71 , oro C 
'[Il 0" 1 H OtO. C 
'w~orll 2~ I OlG C 
'" AI 'a (OOlfR 
I l C'r lit 'J;-, ....... 1 H 
'W:"Cl H 4 010 ( 
1f'l(1 ,., [lIn C 











HIII(S • fl U I 0 HVOIIOGEN 
HfAI 10 OA\H'OI COOLING 
f 100" 2 " UI'IIN 




IWOOl'1I H.' OEG. C 
NrAl 10 COOLEII 
ILOCLII "0 L'I'IIN 
IWINCL 3)' O[G C 
1(11 C L • A) Of G. C 













Hillts • fLUID HYOIIOOEH 
HtAT TO OUHPOI COOLIHO 
f I DOl' 2.17 L"I'IIH 
IWINOP ZI ., OEG. C 
10L OP 4 ., OrG. C 
IWOOrll n. oro C 
HfAT 10 COOlIII 
rt OCllI 4 • I l'I'IIN I 
IWINeL H ~ oro C z 
I Dl Cl • 12 DIG C ~ 









YOLIO 3. I) VOL n 
CALCULAIEO PARAI'IETERS 
OCOOLR 2699 WAilS 
00',111' I 806. WAITS 
IAYIIU 60 1.2 OEG.C 
IN' [" 18 ) \ 
~H"~ 1168 AMPS 
OOI~PO • WAI IS 001 SP 
" 
WAIlS 
OQIGI ". WA liS O.fn~ 10'. WAIlS 
ORlG) D. WAIlS 
IA II 01'1 1'.311 "SI 
POWEll IN 
YOLIO 3. S2 VOL n 
CALCULAIED PAIIAI'IETEII! 
OCOOLII 2996. WAilS 
ODSHPI 870. WATT! 
IAVHIII 597.1 DEO.t 
IHHFf 18.3 ~ 
Al'lrS I'" AI'IPS 
001 SPO 4. WAilS 
OOISP 13. WATTS 
OREOI 101 . WAilS 
0llEG2 II 7. WAilS 
OUOl 32. WATTS 
1A1I01'I 14.376 "SI 
"DWEll IH 
VOLTO S .36 YOLn 
CALCULATED ~AIIAI'IEIEIIS 
OCOOI. 2997. WAII~ 
OD':,HPT '28 . WAITS 
lA-VHTIlt " ... DEO'C INI [f F I~ Z ~ 
A.,r~ "sa. AMP, 
0015PO '. WA "' OOI~" Il. AIlS 




ORlOl 32. WATTS 
TABLE IV. - ContInued. 
(S) READING 196 
ENGINE CHARGE PRESSURE 
PRESUP "09. KPA 
I'IEAHIp 6994. KpA 
MEAHep 701l. KPA 
V IBRA II OH 
VXIIIOR 0.2 CM"S 
VYlVER 2.4 CI'I"S 
(T) READIHO 197 
EHOINE CHAIIOE PRE!!URE 
PRESUp 6403. KpA 
I'IEAHI' 6990. ~PA 
I'IEAHCP 7004. ~PA 
VIBRA IIOH 
VXIHOR 0.2 CIV! 
YYlVER 2.6 CI'I/S 
(U) REAOIHO 191 
EHOIHE CHAROE ""E!SURE 
PRESUP 6407. KPA 
I'IEAHIp 6971. KPA 
I'IEAHCP 7007. KpA 
YIIU TlOH 
VXIHOII 0.2 C".IS 
VYlVER 2.6 C"'''S 
25 
OAS TEI'IPERAIUIIES 
IGEXP S15.9 DEG.C 
IGREGH SS2.7 OEO.C 
IGREGC 111.1 DEO.C 
IGCOHP 5a.7 OEO.t 
IGBOUH 40.3 OEO.C 
REMOIE CALCUIATIOHS 
rll~OUI 616. WAilS 
IHrr~~ 10'. WAIT! 
I' I ~ I ~ I 2" CI'I 
o I ~r ~ I 2." tl'l 
GAS IE"'PEIIAIUIIES 
IGEXP S29.1 DEG.C 
TGREGH 521.' DEO.C 
IGREGt 104.S DEO.C 
IGtOItP 61.5 DEO.t 
IGIOUH 41.60EO.C 
REMOIE CAlCUlATIOH~ 
pWROUI 661. WATI! 
IHOI'WR 78S. WAITS 
PISISI 2.52 C" 
OISpST 2.2~ C" 
GAS IEl'IpEIIATURES 
IGEXP S30.1 DEO.C 
IGREGH 526.5 DEO.C 
10REGC 109.3 DEO.C 
IGCOMP 'Z.4 DEO.C 
IGBOUH 41.8 DfO.C 
IIE"'OIE CAICULAIIOH~ 
r .. ROUI 61' . WATTS IHorWR 7a •. WATIS 
PISISI 2.5' tl'l 



































































5'2. S OEO.t 
614.2 DEO.t 
562.9 DEG.t 
sa. .1 OEG.C 
s.a.' DEO t 
6". S O[G C 
S19 I DIG C 
'90. a OEO.C 
600.' oro C 
sa,. I DlO.C 
~ ... I DEO C 
SI6 2 OlO.C 
40 ,. ° OfO.t 
36' .• OED C ]1S. , DtO.C )II. , DEO C 
261.4 D(O.t 
S16 .• OEO.C 
T El'lrfllA TUIIU 
516.0 DEG.C 
5'7. I DEO.C 
"2.2 DEO.C 














154. , DEO.C 

















3&7 • OfO.C B!.' OEG.t 
163.2 OEG.t 
3U .Z DEO.t 
246.7 OEO.t 
SZI .• DEO.t 
HIIIH rt U 10 HTOIIOGr H BARO'" 1'. 1a 1 '~I 
HLAI 10 DA~H~Ol (OOlIHG 
'I OD~ ~ to Ill'll N 
IWIND' 11 ~ DIG C 
I Ol D~ , .. 0[('. ( 
Iwoorll :' • DEC. ( 
HIAI 10 (DOL [II 
IlOCl_ •• , 1/111H 
I~I"Cl 11' DrG C 
IDlCl • II' Olr. c 









VOlIO 1. l6 VOlIS 
(AlCUlAIED rARA"'EIER~ 
O(OOl~ 10H. WAIlS 
OO~tlrT '16. WAIlS 
IAVt,U ~99 6 O(G.C 
INII rr 18 , \ 
AMPS I"'. AI1PS 
ODISPO , WA TIS 
ODISP 11 WATTS 
OREGI 96 WA TIS 
OR[r.1 II ~. WATTS 
OUC;l l2. WAITS 
~I.IH I IIUID HTDIIOOfN 1A1I0'" I' ISO 'SI 
HI aT 10 DA~H~O' (OOIIHO 
'I OD~ ) .~ 1/111H 
'WINDI' II .• OEO ( 
lOIO~ I •• 0(0 ( Iwoor" 10 2 OfG C 
H[AI 10 COOL fit 
'lOCl. 3'~ 1/111H 
IWINCI 11. OEG ( 
lOICI ~ 82 0[0 ( 
IWOCI. 26.112 DEO C 
1'0WEIt 1M 
AM"5 I al7. AI1P5 
AI'1r52 1)2. A"'I'S 
VOlIO 2.26 VOL IS 
CAlCUlAIED PAIIAI1EIERS 
PWRIN 2193 WAIlS 
O(OOlR 1.111 WATIS 
ODSHPI Sal. WATTS 
,[XIEFF 11.1 ~ 
~ IAVHIII S91 0 DEO.C 
6 1NIEff 16.1 \ 
II Al'1rs '10. AI1P5 
• ODISPG '. WATIS 
10 OOI~P "WAIlS 
II OIl[GI 102. WAIlS 
11 OR[G1 102. WAIlS 
II ORE!;l 11. WAilS 
\rllll\ I HUID HTOROGfH Buol1 I' ISS !'51 
H(AI 10 DA5H~Ol (OOIIHO ~OW[R IH 
" 00" ~ O~ 1,111 H AMrSI 11112. AI1P5 AMrSl 20'. A""5 
IWIH~ 1 •• Of 0 C VOL HI 2 ~l VOLTS 
1010" I 10 oro C 
'WOO~. 11 1 D(O C 
HfA' 10eOOI[. CAlCUlAlfD rARAI1EIEIIS 
, lOCI. 1 11 1/111H PW~IH ~1" WAIlS 
'WIHCI 11 • DtG C l OCOOl. 1668. WAIl' 1[1, C I • .~ DI(. C 1 Q O~lllr f 611 WAITS Iwoel. 11 H Of G C , (XI(FF 11 , \ 
~ I A Vie Tit 591 .• OlG.C 
6 IHTlff III I , 
8 Al'1r~ 10116. 4111'5 
~ QOI~PO ,. WA liS 
10 ODISP 14. WAIlS 
11 ORfGI 101 WAIlS 
11 QRf('1 10~ WAIlS 
J) ORlGl 11. WATTS 
TAlllE (V. - ContInued. 
(VI READIHO 199 
ENOIHE CHARGE PRESSURE 
PRESUP 6.0 •. KPA 
MEAH~P 6972. KPA 
MEAHCP 699a. KPA 
VIBRA liON 
VXIHOR 0 .2 C"'/S 
VTlVlR 2. 7 (1'1/ S 
(WI READINO 3112 
EHOIME CHARGE PRESSURE 
PRESUP 6626. KPA 
MEANBP 6976. KPA 
MEANCP 7019. KPA 
VIBRATION 
YXI~OR 0.1 CI1/S 
VTl VEil I.' C"'/S 
(X) REAOIMO 313 
(HOlME CHAIIO! PIIES5URE 
PRlSUP 6a.O. KPA 
MEAHBP 69a5. KPA 
M[AHCP 7021. KPA 
VIBRATION 
VX !ttOR 0. I CI1/5 
VTIVER 1.6 C"'/S 
26 
GAS 1[I1PERAIURES 
IGEXP S29.7 DEG.C 
TGREGH S25.S OEG.C 
IGREGe 1011.9 DEG.C 
IGCOriP 62.11 DEG.C 
IGBOUH .2.2 DtG.C 
R£110lE CAlCULAIIOHS 
rWNOUI b41. w.IIS 
IHOPWR 759. WATTs 
PI~'S' 2." CI1 
DISP~I 2.2' (11 
OAS IEI1!'ERAIUIIES 
TOEXP 5.1.1 OEO.C 
IGREGH 516.3 DEO.C 
IGREGe 9S.5 OEO.C 
IG(OI1P 3'.S DEO.C 
TGBOUH 1/.5 OEO.C 
REI10lE CALCULATIONS 
PWROUI 2117. WATTS 
INDPWR 324. WATTS 
I' I 5 B I I . 2 I CI'I 
DISPST 1.14 CI'I 
OA5 IEI1PERATUIIES 
IGlXP S'1.4 DEG.C 
IGREGH SI5.' DEO.C 
IGREOC '3.S OEO.C 
IGCOMP '1.0 D[O.C 
IGDOUH 37.0 DEO.C 
REMOI[ CALCULATIONS 
PWROUI 370. WATTS 
I NDPWR '21. WAITS 
PISISI 1.03 CI'I 
DISPS! 1.27 C'" 
SUIIFACE IEl1pEUIUln 
lOIHIR UI.7 OEO.C 
102HIR 600 1 DEO.C 
10 lH III HO. , DEG.C 
lO~HIII 612.7 O(O.C 
lOSHIR ~5'. 2 OEG. C 
l06HIR US.9 DEO.C 
lOIHIII '''.9 DEII.C 
10BHIR '".l DEO.C 
l09HIII 5".a DEG.C 
1I0HTR 
'" .11 DEO.C T I I Hili HII.I DfO.C 
112HIII 580 ., DfO.C 
I11R[0 500.2 DEO.C 
II'UO '06.4 DU.C 
IISRfO 117 .• DEO.C 
116UO H2.5 DEO.C 
T 111110 "S. I OfO.C 
IIUEO " .. , Of 0 C 
11 "-EO 20'.7 DfO.C 
T01H(D 521.1 DfO.C 
SUII'''f Tfl'lrEUTU.U 
I02H1I 5116.' DfO.C 
T01~T. 511 .• DU.C 
lO.HII 586 .1 DtO.C 
lOS.". 551. , DEO.C 
T06HII SB 3.' DEO.C 
TO 7HII S7I .• DtO.C 
IUHII 'H.I DfO.C 
l09HII S ••.• DtO.C 
1I0HII 662.S DEO.C 
T11HII 5H.7 DU.C 
Tl2HTII 57'.2 DU.C 
T I SREO 'U.I DU.C 
TIUEO "S.I DEO.C 
IISREO 3114.' DU.C 
TUREO )10.7 DEO.C 
117REO "I.' DED.C T IIIHG U1.' DfO.C 
TlUEO Z4I .• DEO.C 
TOSHED "1. , DEO.C 
SUlfACf TE .... EIATu.n 
l02HIII 5,.. , DfO.C 
T01HII 518.7 DEO.C 
lO.HI. S". S DU.C 
lOSHIII S56 .S DfO.C 
106NTII Sat.5 DEO.C 
lOIHII S8I.5 DEO.C 
lOIlHTII .0'.0 DfO.C 
l09tUit 551.1 DU.C 
1I0~11I 677.4 DU.C 
TlI~1II 5aO.0 DEO.C 
11211U ~IIS. Z DU.C 
T 11REO 531.S DEG.C 
IIHEG 4.,. , DEO.C 
IISREO 3a'.5 DEO.C 
T UREO H2.' DEO.t 
TlaEG 9~7.' DEO.C 
T 18 REG SH.t OfO.C 
TlUEO ZOI .1 OEO.C 
T03NED 52'.1 DfO.C 
TABLE IV. 
- Conti nued. 
(Y) READING 384 
~( III[~ • fLUID HTOIIOOEN UROM 14. I~~ PSI 
HrAl 10 DA~H"OT COOLINO POWER IN ENGIHE CHARGE PRESSURE GAS TEMPERATURES 5URFACE TEPWUATUln 
'IO(lP , 06 L/MIN AMr51 'I~. AMPS rRESUP 6889. KPA TGEXP s'a.3 DEO.C 
AMPS2 229. AMP~ 102HTII 600.1 O[O.C 
IWINO" IA.6 orG. C YOLIO 2.67 YOLTS MEAH~P 6961. KPA IGREGH szz .a DEG.C TO 1111 R S94.4 DEG.C 
'fIl or I ., DIG C MEAHep 6991. KPA IGREGC '~.I DEG.t I04HIII 600 .• DEO.t 
, "nr~1I :0 , DIG. e IGeOMp 41.6 OEG.C 105111. ~'0.4 DEO.t 
IGBOUH H.O OEO.C I06HIII H'.6 O[O.C 
107HIII ~" .1 DEO.C lOIlHIII 606.2 OfO.t 
I"HlR 560 .• DEO.t 
.HAI 10 COOLfll CAlCUlAIEO pARAMEIERS YIBRA liON REMOIE CALCULAIIONS f10HU U7.' DEO.C 
fI Del" l.U llMIN I rWRIH lO~2. WAIlS YXlllOR D. I CIVS rWROUT 42~. WAilS T IIHTR 5U.' DfO.t IWIN(1 21 6 O[G C 2 oeOO11l 1810. WATI~ VYlVlR I. a elvs IHDpWR 486. WATTS TUHlIt 5U.6 DfO.t 
'01 CI I II DEO.e 1 ODS"pI 619. WATI5 ,.ISIST 1.61 CM 
'WOCII1 21 0) 0[0 C , [XT£fF I lo. , OIV~T 1.3a CM 
5 TAY"U S91 I OEO.t TlllIU ~S7. S DEO.t 
6 IHllfF I. 
° 
~ Tlun '0 1.7 DfO.C 
a AP1P~ IIH AMI'S TnREO H1.2 DfO.C , 0015'0 4. WATI~ TlUEO S76.' DU.t 
10 ODI~P I'. WATTS T 17 lIE 0 US .• DU.t 
II OR(OI 102. WATT5 TIIREO S72.' DU.t 
12 01l[G2 10'. WA 1T5 "UfO 2'6 .• DU.t 
11 OREOl B. WATT~ 
JOSHED u •. S DID.t 
(ll REAOINO l85 
HIPHS • flUID HTOROOEN IUOM 14.ISS PSI 
N( AI 10 OASH'OI COOLIHO POWEll IH ENOl HE CHAROE PRESSURE GAS TEMPERATUIlES 5U"ACE nPlf'UATu.n 
'100' ~ 06 L/MIN AMrSI " .. AMPS pR[SUp 6&77. KpA IOEXP S46.6 DEO.t AMrS2 265. AMPS T 02HTR ,n.' OfO.t 
IWINOP 11.6 0[0 C VOL TO 2.B3 VULTS MEAHDP 69H. KPA TGREOH S24.5 OEO.t TOlHTR 'U .• DfO.C 
TOL OP 2 O~ OEO C MEAHCP 6915. KpA TOREOe 
" .a OEO.t TO'HT. 601. • DfO.C IWOOP. 20 • OEG C IGCOt,P '6.7 DEO.t T05H,. 55 •. ' DfO.C 
TOBOUH l6 .• DEG.t T06HITt 5.7. 0 DfO.t 
10711T1I 586. S OfO.t 
ToaHIII lOa. ] DfO.t 
T09"I" 559.' OEO.t 
H( A! 10 COOLEII CALCULAIED PARAMETERS VIBRATION REP10TE CAlCUlAllONS TlOHTR 6U. ] DU.t 
HOCLI S. 10 L/"IN I PWRI" Hli. WATIS VXIHOR 0.2 CM/S PWROUT '" . WATTS TlIHT. ua.6 DEO.C IWINCL 11 , OEO.C 2 OCOOl. 2048. WATTS VTIVER 2.1 CM/S IHDrWR 565. WATTS Tl2HIII 5ea .• DEO.t 
IDICL 7 
" 
DEO.C 1 ODSHPI 72l. WATIS plSTSI 1.82 CM 
IWOCLII 2& a, DEO.C , lXTfFf 1'.4 " DISPST 1.4& C" 5 IAYI"R 597.80EO.C TIlIIEG SS6. S DfO.t 
• IH1[fF It. , \ TlUEO ,.1. 0 DfO.C 8 A"I'$ 121l. AMPS TI,IIEO 391. , DEO.t 
9 ODISpO ~. WHTS T 16REO 376 .• DfO.C 
10 0015' 14. WATTS TI 7REG '51.2 OU.t 
11 OR£OI 102. WATTS 11&REG 374.4 DfO.t 
Il 0llE02 103. WATTS T"REO 2".' O[O.C 
Il OUOl B. WATTS 
TO]HfO 5]7.' O[O.t 
(UI READING ll6 
UIlf\ nUlo HYDROOEN IUO" 14.155 pSI 
H[A! 10 01\HPOI COOllNO I'OWER IN ENGINE CHARGE PRESSURE OAS lEMPfRATURES SUltfAC! If"" U AT UII n 
'LOOP '.06 lIMIN A"pSI "1. AMPS PRlSUP 6866. KpA TOEXP 54].9 OEO.t 
AMPS2 30' . AMI'S 102HIII 600. S DU.t 
IWINOl' Ja.6 0[0. C VOLIO 2. " VOL TS MEANBI' 69l6. KI'A IOREOH Sit .• DEO.t TOlI11. H4 .• DEO.C 1010P 2. IZ OlO C MEAHCI' 6957. KPA TGREOC n. ° DEO.t T04HTII 5n.5 OEO.t IwODPII 20 7 0[0. C TGCOI1,. 50.S DU.t T05HTII Ha.S DEO.C 
TGBOUH S7 .1 OEO.C TUHTII S" .2 DfO.t 
T07HTII 587 .4 DfO.t 
TOSHI. 6OS.7 DEO.C 
TO'HT. 5H.S DEO.C 
HfAT 10 COOL[II CALCULAIED PAIIAMETEIS VIBRATION IEMOIE CALCULATIONS TI OHITt "5.4 DU.C 
fLOCtIl ) 7l L/MIN I rWRIN ))69. WATTS YXIHOR 0.2 CM/S pWROUI 5n. WATTS TlIHIII '86.1 DEO.t 
IWINeL 11 6 oro.c 2 oeOOIR 1~~2, WATIS VTlVER 2.2 CM/S IHDrWR 62l. WATTS Tl2HT. ,ea .1 DfO.t 
101 CL • 10 Of 0 C 1 OD~HPI ,~ .. WATTS PISTSI ~ .00 C" IWOCL" n " O[O.C 4 IX1[Ff I~ I 
" 
DISPSI . ). C!"1 , IAY'IT R HI.O OEO.C T 1 SREO H6.' OfO.t 
6 J H' f f r 19 I % Tl'"EO HI.' DfCl.C 
a AP1r~ 1212. AM"~ TI SRlO ltS.O OEO.C , oOlsro , WATI~ TlUEO "6.7 DEO.C 
10 OOI~P ". WATTS Tll.EO "'.1 OEO.C II OIl[GI 100. WAITS TlUEO )1S .a OEO.t 
12 OlllGZ 102. WATTS T "lIE 0 2U.' DlO.C 
I) GREG) ll. WATTS 
TtSHED H •. ' DfO.t 
27 
TABLE IV. - Continued. 
(BB) REAoIHO 3117 
'11IIn • nUlo HyoIIOGEH BlROIII~.\60 I'~I 
H( AI 10 OH"~OI COOLIHO I'OW[~ IH EHOIHE CHARGE PRESSURE GAS I EMP[RA lURES SURFACE T(III'[UTUIU 
'IOO~ 5 06 1/"114 __ MPSl 982. AliI'S PRESUP 6855. KPA IGDr 540.11 OEO. t 
UIPS2 B7. AMPS 102"111 5.7 3 OEO.t 
IWIHOI' lA 6 0[0 C VOLIO 3 13 VOLIS IIEAHBP 6926. KPA 10REGIt 527 ., OEO.t 10 lHIR 596. ~ OEO.t 
I III Dr 1. H 0[0 C MEAHCP 6915. KPA IGREGe 97 I oEO.t lO~HU 5911.1 ofO.t 
11.100"" :0 I O[O.C TGeO"? 53- ~ OEO.t T05HU H'.I OfO.t TGSOllH 37. 3 OEO.t 106.IIR 60 1.0 oEO.t 
TO/HIlt '11'.1 OEO.t 
10811111 '11.3 OEO.t 
109"111 555. I OEO.t 
Hf AI 10 COOl(1 CAleUlAIEO "ARAIIEIERS VIBRATIOH REMOI[ CALCULAIIOH' II0Hlil 70l. I OfO.t 
, I OCllI l 
" 
L /"1 H I'WR I H q~6 WATI' VXlttOR 0.2 til'S P~ROUI '06. WAilS III"U 592 I DfO.t 
IWIHCI 11 , orG C OCOOlll 2':8 WA II' VYlHR 2.5 CM,S IHDr\.:~ 697. WAilS IIlHU 5116 . 5 DfO.t 
101 Cl , 72 III 0 C 1 OOSHPI 83: WAIT' PISISI 2.21 til 
IWOOII If U 0[0 C ~ f~I[FF 1 ~ 5 \ olSPST 1.65 CII 
5 lAVHIII 598 2 oro t 11311[0 5)1 .• OU.t 
6 IHHFF 19 3 ~ II'MEG '911.5 OEO.t 
II AM~' IB9. AliI'S 115REO 111.3 OfG.e 
• 00151'0 
, WA ITS II6I1EO 1".5 DfO.t 
10 00151' I' WAilS lllREO 9U.' OfO.t 
II 011[01 105. WAII5 TlaRfO 177.6 DEO.t 
Il QII((.l '8. WAITS TI UfO '''.1 OU.t 
Il 0lEG1 ll. WAilS 101HED "1.5 OfO.t 
(tC) IIEAOINO 38a 
Sflln 'IUlo HYOIIOOEH IUOII ".155 1'51 
H[AI 10 OA5H"OI tOOLIHO POWEll IH EHOIHE tHAIIOE PIE5SURE OAS IEIIPEItATUIES WIFAtf Tf"I'UATURU 
HOOP , 06 L,"IH A"PS I 
'" . 
AIIP5 PRESUP 68U. KPA lGEXP 511.a OEO.t 
AMPS2 "5. A"PS ID1H1R ~9Z .1 OfO.e 
IWINDI' II 5 O£O C VOL 10 1.21 VOL 15 llEANBI' "21. KPA lOREOfi S32.1 OEO.C 103HIIt '" .1 OU.C 
lOlO" 2 '1 D£O C "EAHC!' 69S1. KPA 10RfGC 101.6 DfO.t TO~HIIt 601. I DU.t 
IWOD"" 21 • D£G. e 
IGeOMp 56.1 OEO.C T05HII ~5D.~ DfO.t 
IGBOUH 17.6 DEO.C 106HII 603.1 OEO.( 
T07HII 519.' OED C 
10aHII 6IS.' OfO.t 
T OfHTI 556.) DfO.t 
HfAl 10 eOOL£1I CAlCULAIEO I'AIIAIIEIEI5 VIBU TlOH RE~OIE CALCULATIOH~ TI OHI. 7U.O DfO.t 
HOCII I Il L/"IN I PIIQIH "72. WATTS VXIHOR 0.2 C"'5 PWROUI '" . WATTS Til HTI SU.I DU.t IWINCL 11 6 O£O.C 2 OCOOllI 27111. WA I 15 VYlVEII 2.6 CIV5 INoPwR 751. WATTS TI2N11 511.3 DU.t 
101 CL 10 6' D£O C 1 OO~"I'I a~~ 11\ ITS PI51S1 2.39 CII 
IWOCllI 31 . '3 oro.c , £XlffF I' S " OISPSI I. " CII 5 IAV"IR 597 a ofO.C TI3UO S27.' OfO.t 
6 IHI[FF 1'.3 " 11'11[0 "2.1 DfO.C 
8 AMPS 119. AliI'S Tl511EO 319. , OfO.t 
9 ODISPD ,. WAII5 Tl6IfO 311.2 DfO.t 
10 00151' I ~ . WAIlS TIlIlfO "3.1 OfO.C 
II ORfGI III. WAIlS TlUEO 171. S OU. C 
12 QRlG2 91 IIAIIS T\ 'lEO "1. , DfO.t 
Il ORED1 H. WA1T~ 
fl3HfO 531.1 DU.t 
(oD) READIHO 3 lit 
SfRln HUID HYOIIOOfH IUOII " 15S I'~I 
H(A' 10 DASHI'OI tOOLIHG 1'01l£R 114 EHOIHE CHAROE PRESSURE OAS I£"PERATUIIE5 SUlfAtE TE .... fIATUIU 
" DO" ~.o, l/IIIH AMrSI 100 I . AliI'S PRE5UP 6821. KI'A lOEXP 5H.90EO.t AP'1rS2' ,ss AliI'S T02HIR 591.' O[O.t 
IIiINO" la , O[G. C VOL10 1 'I VOL 15 MEAHBP 6918. KPA IGREOH 532.7 DEO.C 101HIII 5".0 Ofo.t 
lOIDf' 2." D£O t ~EAHCI' 6966. KPA IGHOt 1011 0 OEO.C TO""II lOl. , DU.t 
IWOOI'II 11 0 010 C I GeOtlp 60.3 OEO.t T05HII ~" .. OfO.t I (.BOUH 3S. , OEO.t T06HIII 60~.3 OfO.t 
T01HI" 519. I Dfo.C 
Toafilll lIa.3 DfO.C 
T09HIII 5" .1 DfO.t 
HfAI 10 COOLEII CALCULAIEO I'AIIAIIETEIS VIBUIION REMOIE CALCULATIONS I10HII 701.6 DEO.C 
'LOtLII I. /3 L/IIIN I PWRIH "62. WAIlS VXIHOR 0.2 CII/S PWROUI . ". WATTS TlIHU ~".I Dfo.t IW/HCL 11 .6 D£O C 2 OeOOlll 2991. WA 115 VYIVER 2.8 C"'S /NDP\.:R l' , . WATTS T I2NTI 51'.6 DfO.C 
101 CL II 5' OfG C 1 ODStlPI Bn. WAITS pISI~I 60 : .. 
IWOtl1l 31 2/ OED t , EXIHF 13 , 
" 
01 Si • I •. 19 CII 
S IAv.n I 591.' OEO.t 11311[0 52'.' OEO.C 
6 IHIEH 18 ~ " TI'"EO '". , O£O.t 8 AMI'S 1'56. AliI'S TI SII[O 17' .1 OEO.C , 00151'0 ,. WAilS "UEO 31a.1 DED.C 
10 QOl51' 13 WAITS T I 71E 0 "I .• OED.t 
II OHOI III. WAilS "UfO 31'.1 DU.C 
12 OlltOl ... WAIlS TlnfO 219.' Dro.c 
II 0llE01 B. WATTS 





(EE) READINO 390 
\(. J[ ~ • HUID HYDROOEN UROI1 I'.I~~ 'SI 
ut AT 10 DA\"'OI COOllNO POWER IN EHOIHE CHAROE PRESSURE CAS rrMPEU TURES ~URFACE TE"'[UTUIIH 
'L 00,. ~.D' l'I1IH 'MP~I lOll. AI1PS PRESUP 61~9. KPA IGEXP ~JI.9 DEC.C 
'MrS2 ~H . AMPS lOZHIR ~". , DEO.C 
'MINO' III ~ OfO. C VOlIO 3.60 VOl n "EAHSP 6911. KPA Tr,REOH ~n.2 DEO. C 10 3H IR H6.1 DEO.C 
T!H or 2 6O DtO C M~AHCP 6943. HA IGREGC II' . ° OEO. C TO'HI. 606.3 DEC.C 
'...,oorll 71 l OU. C IGCOrtP 65.6 DEO. C lO~I"R 5'1.6 DEO.C 
IOBOUII 3a.6 0[0 C l06HIII 606.~ OEO C 
lOIHIR 511~.1 DEO.C 
T O~'HR 621. , OEG C 
lO"HR HI.I DEO C 
"fAl 10 COOl [II CALCULAIED PARAMETEIIS V !BRA TlOH R["OIE CALCULATIOHS II OU I R 11'. , DEO.C 
rc OC II , )0 1'"IH I rWRIM ~HO. WATTS vXIHOR 0.2 CM"S PWROUI II' . WATTS TlIU!R 603.1 DEO C 
11011"(1 71 1 D{O ( 2 QCOOIR B~I. WATTS VYI VER 3.0 CM"S IHDPWR 1I1~. WATTS Tl2HIR ~IIO . ~ DEO.C 101 CL Il 
" 
Of 0 C 3 QO~UPI 91 O. WATn PISISI 2.111 eM 
IWOCLI 
" H 010 C 
, EXI[H Il 8 ~ DlsrST 1.92 CM , lAVltlR 601 5 OEO.C IllllfO 'H.' DEO.C 6 PIT lJ F 11.1 .. TI'"lO '11'.0 DEO.C 
I A"'S 154 J AMPS TI5REO 318.' DEC.C , QOl5PO '. WATTS 11611[0 313.6 Dro.c 10 QDIV 13. WATTS T 11~tO 931. , DEO.C 
II QUO I 1011. lolA! TS TI8HO 311.1 DEO.C 
IZ QREOl 91. WATTS 11.lIlO 2H.1 DEO C 
Il ORIOl 3:. WATTS 
TOlUED ~H.' DfO.C 
(FF) READINO HI 
\(111('\ • 'LUID HYDIIOOEN UllOM I'.I~~ 'SI 
"fAl TO DASN'OI COOLIHO 'OWEII IN EHOIHE CHAIIOE PIIES~URE OAS TEMPERA TURES ~UUACf TEMPUATUIU 
fl 00,. , 0' U"IH '"PSI 1016 . AMPS PRESUP 6669. KPA TOEXP '30.3 DEO.C 
AMrsz 'III. AMPS TOlHTIt ~". I DfO.C TWIND' III.' DEO C VOlTO 3.H VOL n M£ANBP 69111. KPA TOREOH ~3\ .3 DEO.t TOlHIR ~". , DfO.C 
1 OL D~ 1 11 0[0 C MEAHC' 6966. KPA TOIIEoe 116.0 DEO.C TO'HTR 60..1 DfO.C 
IwODPR 11 1 OEO. C TOCOMP " .. DEO.C TD~HTII ~.~. 6 DEO.C TOBOUH 
". D DEO.C T06HTII 6n.D DEO.C TOII1TII ~12. , DfO.C 
TOIHlII 621.3 DEO.C 
TOtHTIt ~~'.' DEO.C HEAl 10 COOlfll CALCULATED 'AIIA"ETERS VIBRATIOH REMOTE CALCULATIONS TlOHTR 717.3 DfO.C 
flOCll I ,'~ l'"IH I PWRIH ~nll. WATTS VXIHOR 0.2 CM"S PLIROUI 701. WATTS TlIIHR 603.1 DfO.C 
IWI"CL 21 1 OEO C 2 OCOOLII B~O. WATIS VYIVER 3.2 CM"S INDPW~ '01. WATTS T UNTil S18 .• DfO.C 
'Dl CL Il 62 Of 0 C 3 QD~IIPT 956. WATTS PISIST 2.97 CM 
TWOCLII H." DEO C • EXlEfF II.' " DISPST I." CM , lAVHIR 60O 1 DEO.C Tl31t£0 ~23 .1 DEO.C 
6 INTEFf 16 6 \ TlUEO U7.S DfO.C 
II AM'S 16Ol. AMPS TI~R£O 3111.2 DEO.C , (lDISPO .. WATTS T I6REO 385.' DEO.C 
10 OOISP 13. WArTS T17REo "S. ~ DEO.C 
II OR [(01 107. WATTS TlIIREO 376.5 DfO.C 
12 ORE02 '0. WATTS T1911Eo ZU .• DfO.C 
13 GREGS 52. WATT!. 
TOlNED S17 ." DfO.C 
(CG) RElDINO .07 
HIII[~ • 'lUIO HYDROOEN IUOM 1'.20' PSI 
"fAT 10 DASH'OI COOLINO POWER IH EHOIHE CHAROE PRESSURE ~AS TEMPERA TUllES SUllfAC( T(MPUATURU 
fLODP • II' l'"IN AMPSI 1151. AMPS PRESUP 6761. KPA TCEXP '61.2 DEO.C TOIHTII 6" .1 DfO.C 
AMPH 396. AMPS T02HlIt 603.2 DfO.C 
IWI"DP 23 S oro. C VOLTO 2.111 VOLTS MEAHBP 6971. KPA TOIIEOH S5 •. Z DEO.C 
10lor I l' OEO C MEAHCP 70ll. KPA TOREOC IIZ.S DEO.C TI'HTII 606 .• DEO.C 
IwODPR 7' 1 OEO. C T CCO~'P S~.O DEO.C TO~IITIt "'.2 DEO.C TC80UN ".2 DEO.C T06HTII 617.0 DEO.C TOIHIII 601.6 DEO.C 
Toallill 60'.1 DfO.C 
TnHTR sal.' DEO.C 
"rAT 10 COOL ra CAlCULATro PAIIAMETfliS vIBU TlON IIE"OIE CA'.(·"LATlON' T1 OHTII SU.' DfO.t 
'LOCLI S.O' 1'"1" rWMIN lHO. WATTS VXIHOII 0.1 CM"S PWIIOLIT .d. " AfT' TII"TII SI7 .2 DfO.C 
IWI"CL 11 1 oro C O(OOlll Z 31''' WATTS VYI VEil 1.' CI'VS I'H,,\ ~ '19. "'~In T12HTI SU.7 DfO.t lOL Cl ••• OlO C 3 QO~ItPI '16. WATT' 'ISTH 1.13 CM IwOCLI sa " O[O.C , rx, t" '.1 II DISPST I.S' CM , I Hit '" 
'" 2 
DEO.C T1lltfO 530. , OfO.C 
6 1"1 lfr Il. 0 
" 
TI'IEO 412. , DU.C 
I AMr, I~' 1 . AMPS TISIIEO "' .. DfO.C , OOI~PO '. WATT' T1611EO ll~.' DEO.C 10 QOI~" ". WATTS Tla£O .al. , D[O.C II OMtr.1 al. WAIl' TlS.lO 
"'.' 
DEO.C 
IZ QHOZ 1011. WATTS TI til EO ZU .• DfO.C 
Il (lIIEOl 3'. WATTS 
29 
~rItJr" , 
HI AT 10 OA~H~OI COOLING 




1) , DE O. C 
I HOED C 
H. I OtO C 
HI A I 10 COOL fit 
'IOCL. ~ O. L'~IN 
IwlNCI 11 I OtG C 
I [II CI ,~o 0 r G C 
I~OCI. )t ~2 D[~ ( 
POWE_ IN 
A~PSI a~~. A~P~ 
A~r~2 ~'). AMP~ 
YOLIO ).10 YOLTS 
CAL(ULAltO rA.A~fIE.S 
I PW_IN ~18) WAIlS 
1 QCOOL. l~l~ WAIlS 
3 QO~HPI "'2 WAIlS 
~ [tllff 12 3 , 
~ IAYHIIt .. ,' , oro.c 
~ IHIllf "., 
e AMr., 13.e. '~P~ 
'QOIS~G ~ WAII~ 
10 QOI.,P I' WAIT~ 
II QR[OI a2 WATTS 
11 QR[Gl IO~. WAIlS 
II QREGI ). WAIlS 
Ult/f\ 'LUID HYOROOEH I"O~ 14.104 '~I 
NfAT 10 OA"N~OI (OOLINO 
fl 00' 4 81 UMIH 
IWINO" 11 ~ 0(0 C 
1010' I a, OtO C 
!WOOP. n ) 0[0 C 
HfAI 10 COOI,1t 
~IOCLR .. 07 L,MIN 
IWINCL )1) orG C 
10LCL .,. OtO C 
IWOCLR 40.17 OEO.C 
~OW(1t IH 
AMP.,I 852. AI'I'S 
A""52 12~ AI'IPS 
YOLIO 1.'1 YOL n 
CALCULAIEO 'ARA~EIERS 
I rWRIH .,O'~. WATT~ 
2 (lCOOL. 2984. WAITS 
3 (lO.,HPI ~l~. WATIS 
• (XIEfF 14 4 ~ 
5 IAVHIR 5.9 • OEO.C 
• INlfFf I' 5 ~ 
I A~P~ 1'7a. A~PS 
• (lOI .. PO ~. WATIS 
10 (101." I'. WATTS 
II (lltrOI 81 WAITS 
12 (l1t[Gl 10) WATTS 
I) (lRE03 33. WAIlS 
HII!) 'LUID HTDIOOEN .ARO~ 14.204 P~I 
Hr AT 10 OUHPOI COOLINO 
, 100" , .1 I'~IN 
IWIND' 11.5 oro C 
1010P I ta 0[0 C 
IWOO". H 5 OlG C 
N(AT 10 COOl[1 
'lOCI. 5. 12 1'~IN 
IWINel )1' OfO.C 
lOICI 10 30 OEO.C 
IWOCL. '1 I' oro C 
POWfl IH 
A~P~I a~'. A~PS 
A~P51 71' . AMP~ 
VOllO 3 62 VOL H 
CALCUIAIED PARA~EIER~ 
I P~~IN 56)7 WAI15 
2 (lCOOI. )~51 WATI~ 
1 (lD~~'T '~I WATT~ 
'EXl[fF 7a, 
~ TAVHI. 600 1 OEO.C 
6 INIEff 10" 
8 A~'" 1~~8 A~PS 
'QDI~PG 'WATT5 
10 QDI~P 14 WAI15 
II (1.[01 80 WAII~ 
17 (lItIG2 101. WAII~ 
II Q.IO) I). WATI~ 
TABLE IV. - Continued. 
(HH) READIHO 408 
EMOIHE CHAROE PRESSURE 
PRESUP 67 71. KPA 
~EANBP 6'81. KPA 
MEANCP 701). KPA 
VURATION 
VXIHOR O. I C~.IS 
VYlVER 2.2 CM.I~ 
(II) REAOINO 40' 
EHOIHE CHARGE PRESSURE 
PRE~UP 6710 . 
~EAHB" 6996. 
~EANCP 7037 . 
VllltATION 
VXIHOR 0.1 CI'\.IS 




(JJ) READINO 411 
ENOINE CHAROE PRES~U.E 
PRESUP 6IOS. 
~EAN81' 701a. 
~£ANCP 7130 . 
'lIBRA TlON 
YXIHOR 0.1 C~.IS 






IGEXP 556.a DEO.C 
IGREGH 552.1 DEO.C 
IGREGC 115.6 OEO.C 
IGCO~P "7.7DEO.C 
IGBOUN 35.a DEO.C 
REMOIE CALCULATIONS 
PWROUI 515. WATTS 
INrpWR 556. WATTS 
PIS I., I I . U CM 
OI.,rSI 1.62C~ 
GA., IE~PEUIURE5 
TOEXP 552.a DEO.C 
10HGH 551.0 OEO.C: 
10REGC 11'.4 DEO.C 
IGCOMP 62.4 DEG.C 
10BOUH 16.a DEO.C 
RE~OIE CALCULATIONS 
PWROUT 725. WATTS 
IHOPWR 6'1. WATTS 
PISHI 2.24 C~ 
DI~P~T 1.'1 C" 
GAS TE~'ERATURES 
IOEXP 550.2 DEO.C 
TOREGH 546.7 OEO.C: 
10REGC 124.9 DEO.C 
TGCOI'IP 71.0 DEO.C 
TOBOUN 41.' DEO.C 
RE~OIE CALCULATIONS 
PWROUI •• ,. WATT~ 
INDP~R 75~. WATT~ 
PI~ISI 2.62 C~ 
DISPH I. 90 C~ 
~UI!FACE TE"PERATURE' 
IDIHIR '04.6 DEO.C 
ID2HII 601.' DEG.C 
104HIR 605.' DEO.C 
10'HTI 600.1 OEO.C 
106HII '1'.6 DEO.C 
ID7HIR .01.' DEO.C 
IDaHIR 5".2 DEO.C 
ID.HII , ••. , OEO.C 
IIOHII 5.' .• OfO.C 
TIIHIR ~86.' DfO.C 
TI2HIR 5" .• DfO.C 
TlllfO ~2'.' DfO.C 
11'.[0 '82.1 DEO.C 
1151EO 170.' DlO.C 
116R£0 175.' OEO.C 
1171EO '01.0 DEO.C 
TI."EO 1'1.7 OID.C 
II.IEO 2".1 DEO.C: 
~UR'ACE TE~IUTURU 
TDIHII 601.1 OED. C 
ID1HTI 603.1DEO.C 
"'HlIt "'.0 DU.C 
IOSHn 60\. • DIO.C 
TUHTI 
" •. 1 DEO.C 
"7Hn 605.1 OED.C 
TGlHlIt '''.7 DEO.C 
TD9HlIt 'II.' DEO.C IIDHU ''' .. OfO.C TlIHII 'I'. , OlD.C: 
TUHU ,n.' OlD.C: 
TlllfO 527.1 OlO.C 
114REO "'.l DU.C: 115REO )70.' DIO.C: 
T "IIEO )75.1 DEO.C 
117IEO 
'" .1 DEO.C TillED lB. t DEO.C 
II "'fO H2.6 DU.C 
SUR' ACE TE~UATu.n 
TDIHU ..... OfO.C: 
TD2HU 604.' DlD.t 
114NTR '01.2 OlD.C: 
T05HTR .n.' DEO.C: T06HTII u •. t DEO.C: 
TD7HU "7.2 DlD.t 
TGlHTI "I .• DED.C 
T09HIR ,., .3 OU.t 
TIOHn '97 .• DEO.C 
TIIHU , .... DEO.C: 
TIlHII 597. , DED.C 
TllREO 'H.' OEO.C 11 'REO 'a2.5 OEO.C 
"'UO 175. I DEO.C 
T I6UO 373.' DfO.C 
T 111£0 40'.' DED.t 
IIUEO 1)1 .• DEO.C 
T 19 lIE 0 n •. ' OEO.C 
~HI(~ • fl U I 0 HYOIIOOEH 11110,. 
" 
104 PSI 
.. r AI 10 OA~"POI (OOIIHO 
'IOOP • 80 1/"IN 
IWIHOl' n • oro ( 101[1' ~ 0;0 orr. C 
IWOOl'1I ~\ 1 oro C 
"fAT 10 COOlfll 
'IOCllI '11 1''''H 
IWIHCI I~' orG C 
l[lICl '" ore. ( I W'lt III • I . t\ 010. C 
'OW[II IH 
APIPSI a~6. AI'I'S 
A,.r!>l 681. ~"PS 
VOL 1O l.!>!> VOLTS 
CAl(UlATEO 'AIIA,.[TEIIS 
1 PWIIIH !>'!>1. WATIS 
2 OCOOllI 1!>'2 WATTS 
1 oo~~rl 611. WATT~ 
• (XIEFF • 1 ~ 
, IAVHI. 601.6 OEO.C 
• IHHH 6 2 ~ 
a 'MP~ 1!>11. A,.,.S 
'001"0 '. WAIlS 
'0 00' VI.. WA TT S 
II OREGI BO. WAITS 
12 QREG2 101. WAITS 
11 OlllGl 11. WAITS 
TABLE IV. - Concluded. 
CKK) READIHG .12 
EHGINE CHARGE PRESSURE 
PRESUP 6808. KPA 
MEAHOP 7019. KPA 
M(ANCP 7112. KPA 
VI8RA TI ON 
VXIHDR 0.2 el'l/S 
VYI HR 2.7 el'l/S 
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DAS TE"PERATUR£S 
TGEXP !>'1.7 OEO.C 
TGREGH ,.7.9 OEG.C 
IGR(e.C 121.8 OEO.C 
IOCOMP 70.' OEO.C 
TOBOUH '2.9 O[G.C 
"[MOlE CALCULATIONS 
rWRDuI 21'. WAITS 
IHO'WR 701. WATTS 
PI~nl 2.'1 CI'I 
015P~ I I . IS C,. 
SURFACf TE",.fUIUUS 
TOIHI. 60'.3 OfO.C 
l02HU 606.10EO.C 
TO"". 60'.1 OfO.C 
T"HIII 60 •. 1 OfO.C 
T 06~lR '19 .• OEO.C 
TOIHI. 601 .• OED C 
TOaHU Sf'.7 OlO.C 
TOt'''. u •.• OEO.e 
110HlR H7.S OEO.C 
IIIHI. Sil. , OEQ.C 
TI2HT. "t.O OfQ.C 
TI3.£0 HI 3 OEO.C 
11"'[0 "0. I OU.C 
11,"EQ 312. , OU.C 
TU.[O 311.7 OEO.C 
1I7.EO '''.0 orO.C 11111£0 35'.' DrO.C 11"[0 257 .1 DEO.C 
TABLE V. - RE-IOOO ENGINE RUN DATA 
Date 
Pressure, kPa . 
Frequency, Hz • 
PWROUT, W .•••• 
Displacer pha~e. ·C . 
Tl9REG. C.. 
Tl8REG. ·C • 
Tl3REG. ·C . 
• T03HED. C. 
T01HTR. ·C 
T04HTR. • C • 
T07HTR. ·C ••• 
T10HTR. ·C ••. 
Pressure phase. ·C 
PWRIN. kW .••••• 





. . • . . 47.6 
· . . . . . .. 260 
• • . • 510 







• • • • . 4.19 
• • • • . 1100 
· . . . . . 40 TGCOMP. • C 
DISTST. cm . . . . . . . 2.32 
DISPST. cm •••• 
Pressure amplitude. 
EXTEFF. percent •• 
• . • • • • • . . . • 2.55 
kPa . ••.. 850 
. 27.4 
32 
Figure 1. - RE-I000 Free Piston Stirling Engine in test cell. 
"."", C-8D-3088 
Figure 2. - Component layout of RE-I000 Free Piston 
Stirling Engine. 
C-79-4607 
Figure 3. - Displacer and displacer rod 1. 
C-8l-l552 
Figure 4. - Displacer and displacer rod 2. 
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4 T 01 HTR 
6 T 03HTR 
8 T 05HTR 
10 T 07HTR 
12 T 09HTR Vertical profile 
14 TIl HTR 
Tl5REG 
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Figure 9. - RE-]OOO heater head thermocouple locations. 
Figure 10. - RE-lOOO heater head. 
Figure 11. • Metex knitted regenerator matrix. 
C-80-2471 
Figure 12. - RE-1000 cooler and housing. 
C-80-2472 
Figure 13. - Displacer cylinder and cooler gas passages. 
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--Power piston cylinder 
Engine coole 
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pressu re tap 
Figure 14. - Displacer rod mounting and communication ports. 
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Figure 18. - Engine performance as a func-
tion of power piston stroke, as predicted by 
computer simulation with helium at 7.0 MPa; 














o Indlaltlld power 
o BflIkIiI power 
2 
Power piston stroklll, em 
I I 
.5 .75 La 
Power plmn stroklll. In. 
Flgunll9. - Engine performllncelS II function 
of power piston stroklllwith helium ilt 7.0 MPII, 
m O C; 13erg regenerator; dlspillCllr 1; Escort 
points 177 to 187. 
o IndlClltlld power 
o BflIkIiI power 
2 ] 
Power piston stroklll. em 
I 
.5 .75 1.0 
Power piston ,11'01(8, In. 
Fl9unI 20. - Engine ptrformllnce liS a function 
of power piston stroklil wtth helium at 7.0 MPa. 
600° C; 130-9 regen8nlor; dlsplacer I: Escort 
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Figure 21 - Engine pel'fol1llilncells a function of power plsm stroke 
with hlllium at 7.0 MPa; 6fYJl C; 139-9 regmarator, dlsplacer 2: 
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Figure tt - Pressura drop liS • function of mess flow rate for 
the RE-lOOO with nitrogen at 2070 kPa Inlet pressure lor the 
cooler and regmerator. and 1380 kPa lor the heater: 139-9 
regmerator. 
Power piston 
velocity Displacer position 




Figure 23. - Phasor dlagnm tot' RE-lOODdm point tWo at SunpowGf. 











Figure 2S. - Phasor dlagrllm tot' RE-lOOD with dlsplacer 2 and 99-q r.,.ratoc:. 
to 
·! .8 
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Figure 26. - Engine ~rfol1llllnCfl IS II function 
of power piston strolle with helium at 20 MPa; 
99-9 regenerator; dlsplacer 2; Escort points 
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Figure 11. - Pressure drop as a lunctlon of mus now me for 
RE-IOOD with nitrogen at 2010 kPa Inlet pressur.1or the 
cooler lind regenerator and HaO kPa lor the heat«. 
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